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LINEAR AND NONLINEAR Dl~CONVOLUTION PROBLEMS 

JULIA ANN OLKIN 

ABSTRACT 

This dissertation considers computational methods for solving linear and 

nonlinear leRSt squares problems arising from deconvolution applications. For 

the linear problems we propose a new preconditioner to speed up the conjugate 

gradient algorithm. This preconditioner is bnsed on Cybenko's QR fact.orization 

of a circulant matrix. Several cnses are presented in which our method reduces 

the amount of computation. 

The preconditioner is applied to the linear subproblems which arise from 

' the linearization of the nonlinear problems. We investigRte several algorithms 

which take advantage of the inherent Toeplitz structure. The scale degeneracy 

present in our nonlinear problems is also remedied. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

A large portion of research in numerous disciplines in the sciences is focused 

on the collection and analysis of time series. Experimental sciences depend on 

instruments that measure and record the magnitude of a quantity that varies as 

a function of a sequence-ordering variable. This Independent variable is 

frequently taken to be time, so that the result or the measurements is a series or 

observations varying over time. Each isolated measurement is often corrupted 

by undesirable contributions that should be confined to neighboring 

measurements. When these contributions combine in a particular linear fashion 

the distortion is mathematically described by convolution. 

This study concentrates on deconvolution, namely, the attempt to remove 

all the distortion caused by the measurement system or devices. The volume of 

research devoted to deconvolution is tremendous and it would be imp06Sible to 

touch on all the contributionH and applications. Robinson and Treitel l1080J, 

UIB.!18 and llalHey llll8lj, JaWlSOn (1118-lj, and Michaels (llllHI comprise a very 

short list of references representing a variety of the applications of 

deconvolution. 

2 

We begin with a few preliminaries and a presentation of several 

applications in Chapter 2. We formulate mathematically the problem we set 

out to solve in both the linear and nonlinear cases. 

In computing the solutions to linear deconvolution problems our method of 

choice ls the preconditioned conjugate gradient method of llestenes and Stiefel 

lrno2j. We develop a new preconditioner, presented in Chapter 3, which cuts 

down considerably on the number of iterations and work involved. We explore 

when this preconditioner should work, and Include numerical results confirming 

our predictions. 

In Chapter 4 we investigate several computational methods for solving 

nonlinear deconvolution problems. In particular, we consider a bilinear problem 

stemming from an acoustic emission experiment (Michaels, 110841), which is a 

prototype of problems that monitor structures. The bilinear problem has a scale 

degeneracy. We present two remedies and prove that they remove the 

degeneracy problem. 

In Chapter o we use three of the algorithms presented for the nonlinear 

problems, and run numerical tests. In every iteration of all three algorith-ns we 

must solve a linear system similar to the linear system which we solve in the 

linear deconvolution problems. llence we can use our preconditioner and 

investigate bow much work it can save us. The purpose is not to compare the 

algorithms with each other but, rather, to see how to take advantage of the 

structure as much as possible to 11peed up each algorithm. 
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A ~11111111ary of our cont.rih11tio118 are in Chapl,cr 6, n.q well 11." a mention or 

rut.urc work t.o do. 
CHAPTER 2 

Applications and Mathematical Background 

Deconvolution is a technique used in a wide cross section or fields, such as 

physics, biology, engineering, astronomy, statistics, optics, and seismology. 

There is a natural way to classify our study of deconvolution. First we consider 

the applications of linear deconvolution, where the output from a system can be 

represented as a linear combination of the input to the system. Section 2.2 

provides some examples of applications and discusses the mathematical model. 

In Section 2.3 we turn to the applications and mathematics on nonlinear 

deconvolution. Once again, several examples are given. 

We preface this study of deconvolution by Section 2.1, which introduces 

some mathematical notation and definitions used throughout this study. 

2.1. Preliminaries 

We adhere to the following notational conventions. Capital letters refer to 

mat.rices, small letters to vectors. The symbol "O" may he either the number 0, 

a vector of all zeros, or a mlltrix of all zeros; it,s form will he clc1u from the 

context. 

4 
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We attempt to be coruiisteut with traditional UBes of the names of certain 

symbols, but this is not always pOBSible. For example, .:i and ti typically 

represent uukuowrui; t1 l'Ud w are generally generic vectors. For matrices, D is 

diagonal and I is the identity. A residual is generally denoted by R or r. 

All norms in this pa1>er are the 12 , or Euclidean, norm. For a vector 
,,,., 

tlEJl{•, 

II ) 1/2 
11 t1 112 = ( _E t1;2 ; 

,-1 
for a matrix A , 

II A II 2 = v'>-mu(A TA ), 

where ·:>..m.,.(A TA) is the largest eigenvalue of the positive semidefinite matrix 

ATA. 

It is extremely useful to discuss a method's rate of convergence as a way of 

comparing its performance. Let {:r•} converge to :r • E JR•. If there exists a 

constant c E (0,1) and an integer K ~Osuch that for all k ~K, 

II :r. +I - :r • 11 :5 C II :r. - :r • II , 

then .:i• is said to converge q-linearlv to .:i •, where q signifies quotient. II the 

co11Stant c depends on J; in such a way that the sequence {ck} converges to 0, 

and 

II .:i, I I - :r • II :5 C. 11 :r. - :r • II , 

then .:i• ls said to converge q-auperli11earl11 to .:i •. IC there exist constl!.nts 

p > 1 and c >0 such that 

6 

11.:i•+i-.:i'II ~ cll.:i.-.:i'II', 

then .:i" is said to converge to .:i • with q-order at least p. If p = 2 the 

convergence is said to be q-quadratic. A weaker form of convergence is r-order, 

where r signifies root. The errors II .:i•-.:i' II of a sequence converging with r

order p are bounded above by a sequence which converges with q-order p. 

2.2. A Mathematical Model or Linear Deconvolution 

Linear input-output systems can be described by the following diagram, in 

which .:i(j) denotes the input to a system at time j, and , (k) the output at time 

k: 

. b(k-j) 
.:i(J) -+ t measurement1 

avstem 

-+ s(k). (2.2.1) 

If the output s (k) is independent of j, the time when the input occurred, then 

the system is time -invariant. 

The function b(·) is the system's transfer function. In some applications the 

transfer function is unknown (Mendel [rn83)). One well-known application of an 

unknown transfer function occurs in oil exploration. In this application the 

most widely used geophysical technique is reflection seismology, in which a 

subsurface Image is generated Crom surface measurements. A vibrational source 

of scis111le energy, such a:1 cxplo.'iivcs, is loc1ited at the e1irth's surface ncRr 'an 

array of 11eu::1ors. The::1e explooivcs generate waves that arc rcllcctcd and 

transmitted at interfaces due to the impedance mismatches between different 
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geological layer:;. These reflected waves arc then transmitted back to the 

irnrface, where they arc recorded by the sensors. The procedure is repeated at 

many source and sensor locations, producing an image of the subsurface 

reflectors. In this example the transfer function is the physical composition, 

size, location, or behavior of the subsurface layers. 

In othrr applirnt.ions the transfer function is known nnd the input x is 

unknown. An example where this occurs is in communication systems, where a 

message is transmitted over a channel which distorts it. Using deconvolution 

that distortion is removed so that the original input can he obtained. 

Mathematically the diagram in (2.2.1) can he represented as an integral 

equation by 

00 

s(k) = f b(k-r)x(r)dr. (2.2.2) 
--00 

If we denote the convolution operator as *, the integral equation can he 

represented by 

B = b*x. 

A discrete version of (2.2.2) yields 

00 
s(k) = (Ar) E b(k-jAr)x(jAr). (2.2.3) 

i=-00 

Ry scnlin!,!; the discretization so that Ar= 1, equation (2.2.3) becomes 

00 

s(k) = E b(k-j)x(j). (2.2.1) 
j=-00 

8 

We b<'gin our nnalysis with the ll.'ls11mpt.ion thnt the input is Z<'ro for lnrgc 

negative time, and subsequently introduce it into the system. In this case x is 

causal, that is, for some t0 , x(k) = 0 for k < t0• \Ve further assume that b is 

causal and nssign 10 equal to 0, so that the limits of summation in (2.2.4) 

become 

00 

s(k) = ~ b(k-j)x(j). 
j=,O 

(2.2.5) 

Because we cannot record the output over infinite time, nor can we run the 

experiment indefinitely, we make the additional assumption that s and x have 

finite length_. Then (2.2.5) becomes 

m 
s(k) = E b(k-j)x(j). 

j=O 

Further, if s has length n + 1, (2.2.6) becomes a finite set of eqtiations: 

s(O) = b(O)x(O), 

s(l) = b(l)x(O) + b(O)x(l), 

s(n) = b(n)x(O) + · · · +b(n-m)x(m). 

These equations can he expressed more succinctly in matrix form as 

nx = 11, 

(2.2.6) 

where B = ( b(i-.i)) iJ~t.2, .• For notational en..•lf• wc mic i<uhi<cript.i, for the 

series, that is bi = b(k), xi = x(k), ni = s(k): 



I} 

bo 0 (I Bo 
b, bo 0 

~01 = 
•1 

b, 
· 1 ""'B. IJ.i = I 

bo 
(2.2.7) 

b,._, z,,. 

b. b._, b._,,. l ... 

Note that. the elements along each diagonal of B are identical, so that B is a 

Toeplitz matrix. If 

b,. = b._, = · · · = b._,,. = 0, 

then the matrix B contains a lower triangle of zel'OII symmetric to the upper 

triangle or :iel'OII, in which case B is a circulant matrix. In this case each column 

is identica.l to the previous column, except that its elements are shifted down by 

one, and the last element wraps around to the first position. If b were not 

causal then Bz = • would appea.r as 

60 b_ 1 b_m 

61 b0 ".' I. b,_,,. 

(2.2.8) 
bo 

b._, 
b. b._, 

z,,.. 
l •• 

which la a more general version oC the Toeplitz matrix In (2.2.7). If, in addition, 

6 were periodic with period n+l, then b1 -= bH..+I• and (2.2.8) becomes 

10 

bo bn b11-m+I Bo 

b, bo 
X.o) = 

81 

bo 
· I. (2.2.8) 

b,._, b--~ z m 

b,. b,._, b,._ ... l ... 

In this i;ase we have a circulant matrix. 

Again consider the matrix equation Bx = s, where BE 111(•+l)X(m+1) is 

known, xeR.(m+l) is unknown, and seR.(n+I) is known. It frequently happens 

that the vector , is not a linear combination of the columns of B, that is, there 

does not exist a vector z such that equality in (2.2.8) bolds. In such a case, the 

best we can achieve is to find an z such that the error between Bx and B is as 

small as possible. Precisely, we would like to minimize the squared Euclidean 

norm of tbi· ·,rror 

minimize II Bx - • 11 ! . 
• 

When B is linear this minimization problem is referred to as a linear le1UJt 

aquares problem. Geometrically, Bx is the space spanned by the columns of B. 

We need to find an z such that the distance between the point , and the point 

JTx in this column space, C(B), is as small as possible. The minimum distance 

ls achieved by projecting B onto lJx. Hence the error vector 

e-JJI-s 

is orthogonal to C(B). Auy vector 'JI iu C(B) has the form lly. Since LJy and 

e are orthogonal we have 



(I (/Jy)1'r -~ yTJJT(/fT: .<) ___ yT(IJT/JT: _ JJTR), 

11 

(2.2.fl) 

Siner (2.2.ll) holds for any y E Ill m +I we mn!'lt, set lJ 1' /J'i - lJ r b equnl to zero. 

To summarizr, I.he .iolution t,o the lenst squnre prohlem flx=s is given by 

the solution t.o t.he normal equations 

[JT llx = IJT R. 

tr JJ hn.'l full column rank then the unique solution is 

x = (BT B)- 1B1' s. 

Chapter 3 presents several ways to solve the normal equations. 

2.3. A Mnthemnticnl Model of Nonlinear Deconvolution 

It would he very convenient if natural phenomena were completely linear. 

Unfortunately that is far from true. Nonlinearities arise everywhere. One such 

example of an application of nonlinear deconvolution is the problem of 

calibrating transducers. Even though a group of transducers may all be 

produced hy t.hr same company, they must still he calibrated in order to be used 

,i11<·,·1•,;sfolly in labornt.ory lluid tank ,·xp<'ri111t·11t,i. We impose nn imnginnry 

rectangular grid on the transducer. If s;; denotes the i-th signal at transducer 

j, T'fk i.i thr l,oundrtry condition for thf' w1we equntion going from the k-t.h 

gridblock on the j-th transducer, and Gi/,jk is the Green's function that 

t.rnnsmit.s I.hr signal from the 1-t.h clrmrnt, on the i-t.h trnns<lu<'rr to the k-th 

clement on the j-th transducer, then 

s;; = 1';1 '*Gil,;t "'Pik, 

12 

which giv.-,i ri,i(• f.n n ,iy,if,.-111 or ((ltndraf.k .-q1111t.io11,i. 

The particular nonlinf'nr prohlrm we addrr:s.'l here is di,i<'nssecl in Midmf'ls 

!1082, 108·1]. She studies acoustic Pmh,sion problems, in which n SOllr<'e emits 

elastic waves through a medium (e.g., a crack or deformation emits waves 

through n material or structure) nncl the waves are recorded by transducers or 

other sensors of particle motion. An npplicat.ion of acou~tir rmh,sion is in thr 

maintenance of gas pipe lines. The scientist maintains a dynamic history of the 

materials, watching for stress points and flaws, and determines whrn to take the 

pipe out of srrvicc. 

Consider, again, a linear input-output system where the transfer system is 

an elastic plate, the input is a force vector / acting at a point P, and the 

output is the transducer voltage at a receiver R, which we denote by u(t). The 

response u ( t) depends linearly on the orientation of the force vector, so that 

u(t) =GI, (2.3.1) 

where G is the appropriat~ GrPcn's function. A time invariant system implies 

that 

u(t) = J G(t-B)/(t)<is, 

that. is, the rrsponse is not, clrpenrlf'nt on whrn the for!'r is nppli<'<l. If wr 

11.'lSllmc that the direction of / is independent of time t then 

M 
I ( t ) = a( t ) I::X.- c, , (2.3.2) 

i=I 

where e, are the standard ba.'lis vectors in ITTM. Suhstituting (2.3.2) into (2.3.1) 



yields 

M 
u(t) = Ga(t)Ex;e; 

i-1 
M 

cm E :r; (l oei. 
i-1 

13 

(2.3.3) 

The respolllle at R to a force at P in the i-th direction with a time history a ht 

given by Gae,. We c1111 di:compooe this IL.'1 

Gaei = J Gi(t-a)ai(a)da. (2.3.4) 

We di11creti1.e the integral in (2.3.4), and substitute the discretization into 

(2.3.3), t.o yield 

M I 
u(t) = E Xm E Gm(t-k+l)a(k). (2.3.6) 

m-1 •-1 

Making a small notational change from t to n yields our nonlinear equation in 

final Corm, 

M n 

u(n) = E Xm E Gm(n-k+l)a(k), (2.3.6) 
m=l k=l 

where a(k) is defined only for k=l, ... , K. When n >K (2.3.6} becomes 

M K 
u(n) = E Xm E Gm(n-k+l)o(k). 

m-1 k-1 

The .et u ( n ), n -1, ... , N represents the computed values of u, but we 

actually measure v(n), n=l, ... ,N. Thus, we would like to choose the x's 

and a:'11 to minimize the error between u(n) and v(n). Define the residual 

vector R a.s the vector of errors 

14 

l u l(y) ~ u l(y) l 
/l(y) = . . 

uN(y)- uN(y) 

Here we have made a subtle change of notation In tlmt II is the vector 

combining the uuknowllll x and o: 

Y = (x 1, ..• ,xM, o(l), ... ,o(K)). 

Since u is a function of II and of n, we use a superscript notation 

u"(y) = u(n) 

when referring to u. In order to minimize the vector R, we map R E nN onto 

the real line by minimizing the squared Euclidean norm of R: 

minimize II R (y) II:. 
JERM+K (2.3.7) 

Methods for solving (2.3.7) are discussed in Chapter 4. 

In the elastic plate experiment, if the receiver is close to the source then the 

Green's function has a few widely separated peaks. Suppose we convolve a 

wavelet, as in Figure 2.1, with such a Green's function, as in Figure 2.2. The 

output, shown in Figure 2.3, consists of several fairly well defined copies of the 

input, scaled and shifted accordingly. On examination one could make a decent 

guess as to the shape of the input series. On the other hand, if the receiver is 

far Crom the source, relative to the plate thickness, then the Green's function 

contains many peaks, is dense, and may not die out in a short time. 'An 

example of such a Green's function is given in Figure 2.4, and its convolution 

with the same input wavelet is given in Figure 2.5. Intuitively the problem of 
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deducing the input from this output is a much harder problem. The series in 

l•0 iF;11rc 2.3 i~ ~o well conditioned that, we cannot do much to improve the 

methods ror deconvolution. AB for using the series in Figure 2.5, we can 

significantly speed up the computational methods, and this is explored further in 

Chapter 5. 
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Figure 2.2 Green's Function: Receiver Near SourcE 
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CHAPTER 3 

Linear Deconvolution Problema 

The main purpot1e of linear <leconvolution Is to recover tho source 11ig11al, 

which has beeu blurred, spread, or smoothed by the recording ln.struments. In 

Chapter 2 we obi;crve thaL linear deconvolution can be written as a linear lea:it 

squares (LLS) model 

Bz = a, (LLS) 

where the rectangular matrix B and the vector a are known, and z ls the source 

signal. There is generally no solution z such that equality holds in the linear 

least squares model. For reasons discussed in Chapter 2, one attempts to 

minimize the 12 norm of the residual 11 - Bz instead. From the theory of least 

squares the z that minimizes II• - Bz 11 2 is the fK?lution to the normal 

equations 

nTn z = nT,_ (NE) 

If B is a circulant matrix then if follows LhaL BT B is a Toeplitz matrix. Several 

rast methods for solving the normal equations in this case are presented in 

Section 3.1. 

If we view b as a signal which performs a specified action on the input 

signal z, then we can try Lo apply au inverse filter to b, thereby "undoing" its 
21 

22 

operation. Section 3.2 describes an inverse filter. 

If ll is Toeplitz then ll T ll has no structure, that is, there is no apparent 

patLeru Lo Lhe clemonts of 1J T 1J, In which cMe f1111t 110luLlon methods are uo 

longer applicable. Iterative methods provide possible alternatives, and several 

iterative methods are discu88cd in Section 3.3. 

Section 3.4 presents one particular iterative method - the Conjugate 

Gradient method. This method is particularly appealing because the number of 

iterations to achieve convergence can be significantly decreased by a judicious 

choice of the preconditioner. 

We have developed a preconditioner whose usefulness is confirmed by the 

test results given in Section 3.5. 

3.1. Fast Solution Methods 

We refer to a particular group of methods as fast solution methods because 

these comprise the fastest ways of solving problem LLS when B is circulant. 

For comparison purposes, let B have dimension ( n X p ), so that BT B ha:i 

dimension (p X p ). In this sect.ion we use the letter C in.stead of B to emphasize 

the fact that it is circulant. 

The earliest algorithm for this model is due to Levinson (rn47[, who 

Iteratively solved largor an<l larger Toeplltz 11y11tcm11 until he acquired the 

solution to the Cull problem. We can form the normal equations (NE) and apply 

Levinson's algorithm to the Toeplitz system cT C. Robinson and Treitel 11080[ 
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alter this npproach somewhat to <lcvelop their Tocplitz recursion proct>clurc. 

In brief, one obtains the solution to an (m+l)X(m+l) Toeplitz system 

from the solution to an m X m Toeplitz system, together with the auxiliary 

constants: 

amo, ... , amm• for m=l, ... , p, nnd a, /3, 1 . 

When m =p the solution to the full system (NE) is obtained. The auxiliary a;;'s 

are updatcrl via a recursive z transform relationship. Let 

A,n(z) = amo + a'" 1z + · · · + amm z'". 

Then 

Am+t(z) = Am(z)- /3,n z'"+ 1Am(.!.), 
am z 

and the new a,/s are computed by matching coefficients on both sides or this 

equation. Similarly, let 

Xm(z) = Xmo + xm 1z + · · · + XmmZ'". 

Then, matching coefficients in 

~· ( ) _ X ( ) + 8
m-1 I - "1,n m+IA ( 1) 

''m+I Z - m Z Z m+I -
0 m+I Z 

gives an update to the solution vector. Finally, one updates a, /3, and, and 

replaces m by m + 1. The time required to solve NE is proportional to p2 and 

t.lw st.orngl' r('(p1in•111f'nl.s nre proportional to p. 

Cooley and Tukey [10651 devised the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of a 

length p vector. This technique calculates the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 
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In time proportlonnl Lo p log 11. If we nre solving 

c,qx = 8 (3. t.l) 

where C,9 E JRP x P is square and circulant, then the DFT diagonalizes c,,. 

That is, we can represent C,
9 

in diagonal form 

C,9 = FAF-1, 

where A is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the eigenvalues or C. Then 

(3.1.1) can be rewritten as 

AF-1x = F- 1s, (3.1.2) 

where F-~R and F-1x are actually the DFT's of the vectors s and x, 

respectively. Thus, F-1x can be readily calculated from (3.1.2), and then inverse 

Fourier transformed to recover x. If C,tct E Rn x P is circulant but rectangular, 

and if we have consistent data, then the matrix equation 

c,.ctx = 8 (3.1.3) 

can be written equivalently as 

c,qY = R, (:u.1) 

where C,q is formed from C,.,1 by continuing the circulant process. The 

solution y to (3.1.4) equals the solution x to (3.1.3), appended with enough zeros 

to make an n-vcctor. 

If I.hi' ,latn is in<'onsist.enf, tlwn I.his m<'f hncl clo<'S not work wrll, hut propl<' 

use it nnywny. Andrews nnd llunt [1077], among others, us!' t.hifl approach in 

image restoration. 
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Cybeuko [lllti3J com!Lrucl.11 a factorization of au n Xp matrix A Into au 

upper triangular p Xp matrix T and an n Xp matrix Q with orthogonal 

columus: 

AT= Q. (3.1.5) 

His method consists of sweeping acrOBS contiguous columllB of A, recursively 

80lving least squares problems Crom previous solutions. The Idea. is to piece 

together the residuals and solutions of small least squares problems to easily 

calcuh•te the re11idu&l11 auJ 110lutlou11 to l&rger problems. A particular set of 

these residuals and solutions form the matrices Q and T, respectively. The 

following theorem provides the main tool for the algorithm. 

THEOREM 3.1 Let A be an n X k real matrix and b and c be vector a in JR", 

nch that the augmented matriz ( b ,A ,c) has Juli rank k + 2. Let z and w be 

vector, in JR' such that the n-vector, r and , given bJI 

r = Az + b and , = Aw + c 

are the reaiduala in aolutio11, to the least-squares problem, 

minimize II Az + b II 2, minimize II Aw + c 11 2, . ~ 

reapectivel11. We define 

,o that 

a=-rTB 

r Tr' 
r TB 

/3=- ,r11' 

z - [ a ] - w + ax 

,olvca the least-squares problem 
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mira,mize II ( b ,A )z + c II 2, , 
while 

v = [z +/w] 
solves the least-squares problem 

minimize II (A ,c )v + b II i· 
• 

The residual, /or the above two least-squares solutions are 

s + ar and r + {3s, 

respectivelJI. 

Using (3.1.6) we obtain the equalities: 

minllAz - JI 11 2 = min[! QT"1z - JI 11 2 = mini[ r·1z - QT II lb, 
• • • 

from which the solution z is obtained by multiplying JI by QT and then by T. 

The primarf savings in efficiency occurs when A is a circulant matrix C. Then 

this factorization takes time proportional to np. 

3.2. Inverse Filter• 

The input z( t ), which we are trying to recover, is actually contaminated by 

noise. Obviously we would like to recover as pure an input a.s p068ible. In our 

previous discussions or linear deconvolution we minimized the effects or the noise 

by minimizing the residual between the output and the input. The idea 

presented here is to pll.':IS the output from the system through &n inverse tilter, 

so designed as to minimize the effect of the input noise. 
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Suppo~e thnt the input is lincnrly contnmlnntc<l by noise, so thnt we hnve 

ns input 

g ( t) = X ( t) + n ( t ). 

Suppose nlso that g(t) is given. We wottld like to recover x(t) and, if possible, 

some future vnlu!'s x(l+o) or x(t). Schematically we represent this process by 

the diagram 

inpttt [ b(k)= ] 
g(t) = x(t)+n(t) -> linear filter -> 

-> [ 

output 
s(t) 

Y(w)= ) 
inverse filter -> 

otttput 

a(t)~x(t+a-)' 

We will design Y(w) to minimize the meRn-square error, on the average over 

time, between the actual output a ( t) and the desired output x( t+n). Note that 

if a is zero then the filter attempts to jttst remove the noise. Consequently we 

choose Y(w) to 

T 

minimize - 1-J [a(I)- x(t+a)]2dt 
Y(w) 2T_r 

for large values of T. Wiener !1010] developed the solution to this minimization 

problem, and we discuss his main results. For more details the reader is referred 

to Wiener'~ 111011ogrnph (1010) or to Gol<lmnn (tor.3]. 

I ,rt e, ( ! ) drnot.e the error 

e(t) = x(t+cc)- a(t), 

and define er(t) by 
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{ 
c(t), t (d-T,T] 

tr(t) = 0, ot.hrrwl~r ' 

with similar definitions for ar(t), xr(t), and nr(t). Denote the Fottrier 

transforms of er(t), ar(t), xr(t), xr(t+o) nnd nr(I) by Er(w), Ar(w), Xr(w), 

Xr, 0 (w), and Nr(w), respectively. IV, is the power speclrttm of er(t), Rnd is 

given by 

W,(w)= lim-
1-1Er(w)l 2 . 

T 4 oo 2T 

Similarly, define lV" and IV, 118 the power spectrum of n and x, respectively. 

Then the average value of e 2( t) over time, denoted by e 2( t) is 

00 00 
-- 1 l 1 
e2(t) = - f ef(t)dt = -- J I Er(w) I 2dw 

2T -oo 2T 2rr _
00 

1 00 00 

= 2T f 1Erhll2d--r = f w,("f)d--r, 
-00 -00 

(3.2.1) 

where w=2rr--y. The input g over the range [-T,T] is 

gr(t) = xr(t) + nr(t), (3.2.2) 

and the error e is 

er(t) = xr(t+o) - ar(t). (~.2.3) 

From our diagram we have that 

ar(I) = Yr(t)*9r(t). . (3.2.1) 
Using equation (3.2.2) in (3.2.-1) yirlds 

ar(t) = YrU)*(xr(t)+nr(t)). 

It is well known that the Fourier transform of a convolution is the product of 

the individual Fourier transforms, so that 



Ar(w) = Y(w)Xr(w) + Y(w)N1,(w) 

and 

Xr ... (w) = Xr(w)ei"'°. 
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(3.2.6) 

(3.2.6) 

We Fourier trallllform both 11idcs or equaLlou (3.2.3) and 11ub11tltute In (3.2.6) and 

(3.2.6) to yield 

Er(w) = Xr,0 (w)- Ar(w) 

= Xr(w)lei""' - l'(w)) - Y(w)Nr(w). 
(3.2.7) 

Suppose that :i(t) and 11(t) are incoherent, that Is, knowing the values In one or 

the series does not provide information about the values in the other series. The 

Fourier transforms Xr(w) and Nr(w) are also incoherent, which means that 

T 

IX r(w)Nr(w) I 2 = J (Xr(w)Nr(w))2dw = 0. 
-T 

(3.2.8) 

We now take the limit or Er(w) in equation (3.2.7), and then use equation 

(3.2.8) to eliminate the cross term. Then 

W,(w) = lim_!,_T 1Er(w)l 2 

1--+00 2 

= I Y(w)- eilJGl 2 W.(w) + I Y(w)l2W,.(w). 

Substituting equation (3.2.9) into equation (3.2.1) yields 

00 

~ = f W,(w)dw 
-00 

00 

= J {I Y(w)- ei"'°l 2 W,(w) + I Y(w)l 2 W,.(w)}dw. 
-00 

The optimum Hiter that minimizes the avcra~e of e 2(t) is 

(3.2.9} 

(3.2.10) 
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W,(w) ei"'°. 
Y(w) = W,(w) + W,.(w) (3.2.11) 

although this may not be a phy11ically realizable filter. To derive (3.2.11) write 

Y(w) as 

l'(w) = C(w)e i~w) (3 . .!.12) 

where C(w) and ,B(w) are real and C(w) is positive for all w. Substituting 

(3.2.12) into (3.2.10), we obtain 

e[i'j'l =-= j { [C(w}2+I-2C(w)coa(wo-,B(w))] W.(w) + C(w)~ W,.(w)} dw. 
-00 

This integral is minimized with respect to .8(w) when cos(wo-,8(w)) is maximized, 

which occurs when 

P(w) = wa. (3.2.13) 

We rewrite e 2(t) as 

- 2 
00

{ [ --- W,(w) ]
2 

W,(w)Wn(w) } 
e(t)= .£ y'W,(w)+Wn(w)C(w)- y'W,(w)+W,.(w) + W.(w)+W,.(w) dw. 

This Integral is minimized with respect to C(w) when the term in square 

brackets is minimized. That is, when 

y'W,(w)+W,.(w)C(w)- W,(w) 
, ••• j < .••• j = o, 

so that 

W,(w) 
C(w) = W,(w) + W,.(w) · (3.2.1~) 

Now substitute (3.2.13) and (3.2.14) into (3.2.12) to give the optimal filter 

(3.2.11). 
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It might be preferable to work with Y in the time domain instead of in the 

frequency domain. We can perform n. Fourier transform of the vector Y(w) to 

ohtain 

1'(1) = _!_ f Y(w)eiwtdw = -1-J W,(w) eic,,(t+aldw. 
2ir -00 2ir -00 w. (w)+ wn (w) 

To form Y(w) we need to compute the Fourier transforms of xr(t) and nr(t). 

The calculation of X r(w) can be accomplished using the FFT discussed in the 

previous section. Characteristics of the noise signal, such as wavelength and 

amplitude information, or probability distribution, are assumed, and a 

corresponding Nr(w) chosen. Next we compute W,(w) and lV" {w) for a finite 

number of w values, after which we arc ready to convolve the output B(t) with a 

discretized vernion of the filter l'{ t) to obtain a good approximation to x( t +a). 

3.3. Iterative Methods 

In Section 3.1 we considered the case where B is a circulant matrix in 

solvinR tlw normal equations. If fl is not circulant then BT B is not a Toeplitz 

mat.rix nncl t.he fn.9t solut,ion methods do not apply. As an example we run the 

FFT algorithm of Cooley and Tukey to solve a squn.re Toeplitz matrix system. 

Figure 3.1 displn.ys the n.ctua! solution, and Figure 3.2 displays the computed 

solut,ion. Th" graphs do not match up well Rt Rlli the prRks in the computed 

ROlution ar!' shifted !\WRY from their corred positions, and their amplitudes arc 

not I.no dose to the actual vRlues. 
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We could use direct methods to solve the normal equations, but they coot a 

lot and do not make use of any inherent struct11re in the matriceia. So we explore 

the various iterative methods. 

There are classical methods of Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, and Successive 

Overrelaxation that can be applied to the normal equations. These require the 

user to form A = BT Band g = nT B. Decompose A BS 

A= D - L - U, 

where D is diagonal, L is lower triangular, and U is upper triangul<t.r. These 

classical methods to solve for x in Ax = g can be written in matrix form, 

respectively, BS 

n-1(£ + U)xk + n-1g, 

xk+ 1 = }(D - LJ-1Uxk + (D - LJ-1g, 

(J.--wD- 1L J-1 ( (1-w)I + wD-1U) xk + w(I-wD-1L J- 1D-1g, 

where xk is the k-th approximation to x (Varga [IQ02]). The drawbaclr to the 

first two methods is that A = nT n is gC'nernlly not diagonally dominRnt., ~ 

thRt convergence cannot he g1mrnntred. WC' choosr not to explore son furth!'r 

because it, also, doC's not take advantage of the structure in the mat.rix n, and 

its convergence rate depends on the parameter w. 

Although A may not be diRgonally dominant, it is RlwRys symmetric:- Rml 

positive semidefinite. If R is nonsingular then A is prnitive definit!'. On" 

iterative mrthod thnt ensnr<'s c-onvf'rgt'nce when t.he matrix i" "Ylllmetric n.nd 

positive definite is the conjugate gradient met.hod. We discuss this method in 
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wore detail in the next section,· where it will become clear why this is our 

method of choice. 

Kailath, Kung, 11.nd Morf llll70j have developed a criterion, called thu 

displacement rank, which determines how clooe a matrix is to being Toeplitz. 

They use algorithms similar Lo that of Levinson based on displacement rank. It 

would certainly be interesting to compare these algorithms to the iterative 

methods examined in this study, and future work may contain these 

comparisons. 

3,-', The Conjugate Gradient Method 

The Conjugate Gradient(CG) method of Hestenes and Stiefel lrn52) has 

several attractive features that help explain its wide use in solving the matrix 

equation A.:i = b, where A is an n X n matrix. 

(1) There are no parameters to choose. 

(2) It is necessary to store only Av for a vector v, rather than the entire 

matrix A. Not every application can take advantage of this feature but, 

fortunately, a Toeplitz matrix application can. 

(3) For a symmetric and p06itive definite matrix convergence Is theoretically 

guaranteed In n Iterations. 

A brief introduction to the derivation of the method (11ee Golub and Van 

Loan jlQ831) follows. Allsume that we want to !!Olve for .:i In the equation 
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Ax= b, AEill"x", bEIR". (3.4.1) 

If A is symmetric and positive definite then this problem is equivalent to solving 

for the minimizer of 

<f>(x) = ½.:i T A.:i - x Tb. (3.4.2) 

The solutions of (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) are identical, namely z = A -I b. 

The simplest strategy for minimizing <f>(x) is the method of steepest 

descent, where the step at each iteration is along the negative gradient direction 

-"v4>(x;) = b - Ax;=r;, 

We call r; the reaidual of x;, To minimize ,t>(x) along -"v,j>(x) for each x;, we 

need to find an a• E JR such that 

4>(x+o'r)<4>(x+ar) for all c.:elR. 

The minimizr:: to this problem at a given x and r is 

rTr 
a=---

,T Ar. 

The drawback to the method of steepest descent is that it is prohibitively slow. 

Hence we consider minimizing 4> along a set of directions distinct from the 

negative gradient direction. Once again, the a that minimizes <f>(x+ap) is given 

by 

a = ...l!!..!._ 
pTAp. 

The question now is bow to charactei'ize this set of direction vectors {p, }. 

Notice that 



1 t Pr r ,2 
t/>(x+ap) = ,t,(x)- -~. 

2 11 T A11 

Because A is positive definite, pr Ap >O, and hence 

I I I' r r \2 
_ .l!.:.-:..J_ > 0. 
2 1' T Ap 
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To minimize ,J,(x +ap) we want to subtract olT a positive number from ¢,(x ). 

Consequently it is natural to impose the condition thnt p T r~O, so that our set 

of direction vectors will not be perpendicular to the residuals. 

The framework we have so far for the algorithm is 

ALGORITHM 3.0 Preliminary Form. 

Take as initial point x0 = O. 

For j = 0, 1, ... until conuergence determine 

En<l. 

r; = b-Ax;, 

choose P; such that plr,-~0, 

pTr. a-_,_,_ 
- vlAv;' 

Xj11 = x,- + O'Pj· 

Tr,it for convrrgrncc. 

If, somehow, we could choose the P; to be linearly independent with the 

added property that each x; solves the subproblem 

111i11imiu ,J,(x ), 
r ,span{ p 1,. ,P,} 
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then we could gunmntee convergence nnd finite termination nt the n 1~ st.rp. 

Not only can this be done; but there exists a recursive relntionship nmong the 

P;· Let <11,w> drnote the 12 inner prorluct of II and 111. Lrt 

f3; 

Then 

<P;-1,Ar;-1> 

<P;-1,AP;-1> 

P; = r;-1 + f3;Pj-1· 

Because there is a recursive relationship among the residuals, the form of /3; can 

be written in terms of already computed quantities, as can be seen in the final 

version of the Conjugate Gradient Method. 



ALGORITHM 3.1 The Conjugate Gradient Method 

IniLialize x0=0, r0=b, Po=ro. 

For j - U, I, ... until cu1111er11c:11ce dutcrminc 

<r1,r1> 
or=-----, 

End. 

<P1,APi > 

Xj+I = Xj + orpj, 

r1+I = r1 - orApj, 

<r,+1,AP; > 
/J= -~-----, 

<pJ'Api> 

Pj+I = rj+I - f3P;• 

Test for convergence. 
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Notice that each iteration oC Algorithm 3.1 requires a matrix-vector 

multiplication; overall three extra storage vectors are required. 

Suppo9e we apply the CG method to Ax = b where 

A = BT B and b = A Tb. 

Aft.er appropriate simplitlcatiollB we have an algorithm which we call CGNE -

which ls the conJu&aLe &radient method applied to the normal equations. 
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ALGORITHM 3.2 The Conjugate Gradient Method For The Normal Equations 

Initialize x0=0, r0=b, p0=BT r 0• 

For j = O, 1, ... until co11ver11c:nce determine 

End. 

or= 
<r;,llPi> 

<Bp,,BP;>' 

X;+1 = Xj + orpj, 

r;+l = r; - oflp1, 

<llB1 r;+ 1,llp; > 
{J = ----''-----=---, 

<Dp,,llP;> 

Pj+I = BT r;+1 - f3P;• 

Test for convergence. 

3.4.1. Preconditioning 

To analyze the error bounds for the iterates in the CG algorithm,. we 

require two additional definitions. The A-norm on JR" is defined by 

llwllA = wTAw. 

The condition number oC A, denoted 1t(A ), is defined by 

1t(A) = II A 1111 A- 1 11. 

IC Ax = b then 

II x - x; II A = (x - x, f A (x - xi) .... 24>(xj) + b TA - b. 

Since A ·I is positive delinite provided A is positive dclinite, minimizing 
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II x - x; II A is equivalent to minimizing ,p(x ). An error bound for the A-norm 

of the error (Col uh nnd Van Lonn [HlR3]) cnn be obtained from the inequality 

1-v'itTA} llx _ x; ll,1 :S llx - xoll,1 [ l+~ ]

2j 

We can try to lower this bound by controlling 11:(A ). Smaller values of 

11:(A) yield smaller values of the constant multiplying II x - x0 11 ,1. A decrease 

in the condition number is achieved by preconditioning. To see how this is done, 

observe that, for a nonsingular matrix F, the solution or the matrix equation 

(F-l)T nT nF-1Fx = (F-1f nTb 

is equivalent to the solution or 

B'!'Bx = BTb. 

Define the transformations 

B = nF-1, X = Fx' b = b. 

Then we can rewrite (3.4.3) as 

iJTlJx = iJTb. 

(3.4.3) 

(3.4.1) 

Applying the CGNE algorithm 3.2 to {3.4.4) yields the solution x in 

considcrnhly fewer iterations if 

ic(iJTB)< <ic(BT B). 

The key idrn t.lirn is to choose nn F in the transformation auch that, 

1) 11:(iJ T ll) is as close to l n.s possible; nnd 

2) FT Fz=v is an easy system to solve. 
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The reason for the second statement will be evident from Algorithm 3.4. 

Let us apply the CGNF, algorithm to {3.1.1), where for consistency we put 11. 

tilde on all the vectors. 

ALGORITHM 3.3 CGNE applied to (3.1.4) 

Initialize x0=0, r 0=/3, p0=llrr0 • 

For j = 0, 1, ... , until convergence determine 

End. 

a= 
<r;,"iT,,;> 

<Fv;, ffv;>' 

x;+i = x; + o:p;, 

r;+1 = '; - o:Fv;, 
- - t- -_ <BB r;+i• Irp;> 

{3 = -----'-----'-
<B(f,;,Bfv; > 
- T -

Pj+I = B ';+1 - f31';-

Test for convergence. 

Suppose that we make the following change of variahles. 

M = FTF, p = F- 111. r = r, z = }.,r-1nrr, {3.1.n) 

and substitute these values into Algorithm 3.3, rewriting the formulA.s In terms 

of the olrl variables from {3.'1.n), For brevity we !'Xch1<lc the suhsrript.s whrn 

po&<Jible. Then 

a= 
<r,[Tp> 

<Fv,Fv> 
< r ,BF-1 Fp_ > 

<BF-1Fp,nF-1Fp > 
<r,lJp> 

<Dp,Dp> 
=a. 



z,11 = z, + OJlj ---+ Fxj+I = Fx, + aFp, -t Xj+I = X; + ap;, 

r,t1 = r, · oJJj,1 -+ r,+i = r1 - olJF-1f'p1 ---+ ri+1 = r1 - 01111;, 

iJ = - <lJI_J1'r_,llp> = - <llf'- 1(F-TlJT)r,Hr 1Fp> 
<lJp,IJp > <llp,Bp > 

<llM-1lJT r,llp > 
<Bp,Bp> 

<Ilz,Ilp > 
<Bp,Bp> 
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Now we are ready to rewrite Algorithm 3.3 in terms of the original variables. 

We call Algorithm 3.4 the PCGNE algorithm because It is the preconditioned 

conjugate gradient method applied to the normal equations. 

ALGORITHM 3.4 PCGNE 

Initialize x0=0 aud r0=b. 

SolveMz 1 =BTr0 forz 1• Setp0=z0• 

For j = O, 1, ... , until convergence determine 

<r,,BPJ> 

Eu<l. 

a=------· 
<Bp,,Bp,> I 

x;+1 = x; + ap;, 

r,+i = r; - aBp;, 

solve Mz;+i = BT r;+i Cor z;+1• 

<Bz;+1,llP;> 
/1 = -------. <llp,,Ilpj> 

P,+1 = z,+1 - f)p1• 

Tc~t for convergence. 

' 
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At each iteration we need to solve the system of equations 

Mz = lJ 1 r, (3.4.6) 

where M = FTF. 

Now it should be evident why the structure or F is so important. IC solving 

(3.4.6) were too cumbersome then the advantage of preconditioning would be 

lost. Hence, we would like FT F to be banded or tria.ngular. 

In the next section we present a candidate preconditioner which satisfies the 

two requirements we require of any preconditioner. 

3.,.2. A Specific Precondltloner 

Recall that Cybenko's method ( Section 3.1) produces the QR factors of an 

n Xp circulant matrix in O(np) flops: 

CT= Q. (3.4.7) 

With very little effort we can extend this factorization to find the diagonal 

matrix D=diag(d 1,d2, .•. , d,) such that 

QD-1/2 = Q, 

where 

d;, = (QT Q );; 

and Q has orthonormal columns. Notice that 

QTQ = (QD'l2)T(QD1f2) = v•/2QTQD'I~ = D. 

We consider the case where H is a Toeplitz matrix and we want to oolve 

H1'H.i = Hrs. 

(3.4.8) 

(3.4.ll) 
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Our idea is to transform fl into a circulant matrix C. To sec the advantage or 

this iclca, comiidcr using the matrix 

11) 1/2 

!IS a prcconditioncr on the system 

cTcx=CrR. 

Using (3.4.7) and {3.4.R) we have 

ere= (c'Jr-1f(c'Jr- 1) = (r-1f'ijT(Jr-1 = (r-1f D(T-1). (3.4.10) 

App.lying the preconditioner to (3.4.10) yields 

Let 

(rn-1/2f er C(rn-112) = (rn-1f2)r[(r-1? D(r-t)](rv-112) 

=n-1/2rr(r-•f D(r-1)rv-•12 

=n-•12nn-1/2 

=I. 

F = (rn-112t1 

be the precondit,ioner. Then the preconditioned system 

(F-1f cT cF-1Fx = (P-1f cT 8 

will converge in one iteration because 

(F-l)TcTcF-1 = I. 

Our idea is to use this same preconditioner on (3.4.0). We temporarily 

rorm C and find its Cybenko factorization, use the factors T and v-1/ 2 to form 

the preconditioner F, and then solve the system 

(F-1)TBTBF-1Fx = (F-1? Brs. 

Recall that Algorithm 3.4 requires solving for the vector v in 

lifo = Y, 

where M =FT F. Expanding M gives 

M = FT f,' = (TD 1/2) T(TD 1/2) 1 

=T·T D 1/2v1/2r-• 

=1'-TDT 1_ 

Solving (3.4.11) is equivalent to solving 

(T-l)TDT-lv = y 

for v. But then 

v = rrn-1ry. 

H 

(3.4.11) 

(3.4.12) 

All the matrices on the right hand side of (3.4.12) are known, so we can carry 

out the multiplication rather than solve a linear matrix system. 

The primary question, of course, is which circulant matrix C to ch005e. 

Recall that a good preconditioner estimates the inverse of B. That is, we want 

K(iJTiJ) = it((F·1fBTBF-1) ~ l, 

so that F should be a close approximation to fl. The matrix F is compc,qed of 

the factors of the circulant approximation C to B. If C is to be close to ll, then 

we need to examine 

11c-1n-111 = 11c-1(B- C)II. 

When II · II is a matrix norm, an upper bound ls II c-1 II II B - C 11- Finding a 

lower bound is a rather difficult problem. 

A natural candidate for C is the triangularization of D, that is, replacing 

the lower portion of B by zeros. Schematically, the process is 
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aOOI loo b a O b a 
Toeplitz matrix H = I c b a --+ c b 

J C b O C 

t J C O 0 

~I -dceol~I mal,i, C 

C 

It hi Interesting to note that this C is actually not the cl06est circulant matrix 

to B in the Frobcnius norm. The C satisfying 

111111imiu II C - IJ 11 'J -= minimize [ E( C;i - B;j )2) 
C C · · ,,, 

is given by a matrix C such that the lower and upper triangles are weighted 

multiples of the original elements. The Frobenius norm is not a matrix norm 

and hence C may not be a good approximation to B In a matrix norm. More 

Important, the test results presented in the next section confirm that our 

straightforward version or C yields a very satisractory preconditloner. 

Notice that our preconditioner is dependent on both the number of columns 

and the size or the elements in the matrix. IC the magnitude or the elements In 

the lower triangle or the Toeplitz matrix are too large in proportion to the 

remaining elements then when we transform the matrix into a circulant we 

discard too much information. Hence C is not close to B and so the help from 

the preconditioner way be negligible. Physically, the preconditioner works well 

when most or the information in the Green's function is near the front of the 

time series. That is, 11.'1 Lime progresses the peaks in the Green's function are 

(ewer aud much 11111aller, hopefully nesligible. Then the llrst column in U has 

larger entries near the beginning, and smaller entries near the end. Figure 3.1 

gives an example of such a Green's function. 
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Another ca:1e in which the preconditioner is effective is when the "energy" ls 

equally distributed throughout the Green's function, so that the peaks resemble 

each other, but rcpeaLed many Limes. Herc, again, we are not losing much 

information by chopping olI the end of the series. Figure 3.2 gives an example 

of this kind or Green's function. 

The preconditioner is also more ellective when the matrix contains fewer 

columns because then the size of the lower triangle to be discarded is smaller. 

Physically, this Is equivalent to saying that the preconditioner is more effecLive 

when the time window is more localized. If we consider the extreme case or 

when the number of columns equals the number or rows, then the circulant 

approximation is just a diagonal matrix, which usually does not lead to an 

effective preconditioner. 

Based on the previous discussion, it Is obvious that we can generate 

examples in which the preconditioner does not work well at all. Instead, we 

show that the preconditioner is effective when we predicted it would be, and 

that these conditions occur frequently in real life experiments. 

3,6, Results In The Linear Case 

To test the performance of our preconditioner we create normal equations 

comprised separately of circulant and Tocplitz matrices. Specilically, let C be a' 

circulant matrix with 100 rows whose llrst column contaiu:i the numbers l 

through 25 by increments of one quarter. The number or columns varies over 
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the three vnlues 25, 50, nnd 75. Thus t.hc squnre normal mntrlces er C have 

row an<l column dimensions equal to 25, .50, and 7.5. Let f take on the ten values 

10-• for 11=0, 1, ... , 0. For each value off we create a new C, where all the 

elements on the upper and lower triangles of C are multiplied by f. The matrix 

C,Emtooxt has the form 

Ct 

C2 

I 
C = 
' I 

fCn-t 

fCn 

fCn 

Ct 

fCn-2 

ECn-1 

fCn-k+2 

fCn-k+3 

fCn-k 

fCn-k+I 

Notice that C, is still a circulant matrix. To create comparable Toeplitz 

matrices set B, equal to C, except that zeros replace the upper right triangle: 

Ct 

C2 

I 
n,= 

I 
fCn-1 

ECn 

0 

c, 

(Cn-2 

cc
0

_ 1 

0 

0 

fCn-k 

lCn-k+t 

Now WI' rnn t.lw prr.conrlitioned conju)?;nt!' grnrli<'nt method on the two systems 

c,rc,x = c,Ts, (3.5.1) 

nncl 

n'[n,:r = n'[R (3.a.2) 

for the 10 values of l, at two tolerance levels, 10-~ and 10-9• The vector 8 has 
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the form (2,1,2, ... , 2). 

Table 3.1 a provides the results for this experiment, run with a tolerance of 

10-4, and Table 3.lb shows .the reimlts for the tighter tolerance. The entries are 

the number of iterations until convergence for f equal to its largest and smallest 

values. Also included are the num her of itcrntions averap;ed over all ten values 

of f. Notice that because this number is an average it will not be an integer, 

but it will give some idea of the range of results for the varying values of f. We 

impose an upper limit of 1.50 iterat.ions. 

Table 3.la Artificial Matrices: Tolerance = 10-4 

Number of iterations Until Convere:ence 
No. of Rows= 100 Circulant Toeolitz 

No. of Columns 2.5 .50 7.5 2.5 .50 7.5 
Prccon. l 1 1 23 40 .51 

f=l 
No Precon. 17 26 31 54 110 1.50 

Prccon. 1 1 1 1 1 1 
(=10-9 

No Pr.-con. 17 2a 31 17 2r. 31 
Precon. 1 l 1 3.2 5.5 7.2 

Average 
No Prccon. 17 2a.t 31 20.3 33.ll 43 
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Table :u b Artifi~ial Matrices: Tolerance = 10-9 

Nnrnber or Iterations Until Conven:ence 
No. of How~= 100 Circulirnt Tocnlitz 

No. or Coh1111 WI 25 60 76 25 50 76 
l'recou. 1 1 1 46 86 lW 

t=l 
No Precon. 34 58 75 120 150 150 

Precon. 1 1 1 1 2 2 
<=10-ll 

No l'n·,·011. 3·1 f,7 70 3r. ,> 57 flO 

Precon. 1 1 1 6.9 11.1 16 
Average 

No Prccon. 34.1 60.8 71.2 42.6 00.3 78.2 

Theoretically without a precouditiouer the iterates should converge in n 

iterations for an n X n system. Equations (3.5.1) and (3.5.2) have dimensions 

25X25, 50X50, and 75X75 for the three column lengths. The average number 

of iterations are certainly less than the theoretical number or Iterations or 26, 

60, and 75 for the case11 with no preconditioner, but when t is 1 the number or 

iterations are much higher. The 10 systems are definitely ill-conditioned, 

Fortunately our preconditioner greatly helps the convergence rate. 

In Table 3.lb the number of iteratio08 are larger due Lo the Lighter 

tolerance restriction. In solving (3.5.2) with our precondltloner the cases 

eveuLually converge In two or three lteraLlom1 with small enough <. Only In the 

cL'le of the row dimension equal to 25 did the number of Iterations reduce to 

ouc, aud that Wllll for the 11mallu11L valuu or t. NovurLhulo1111, the average 

convergence of at moot lf> iterations Is a signillcant Improvement over 

convergence in upwards of 34 iterations. 

oO 

Table 3.2 gives some supplemental information to Table 3.la. Namely, how 

small mu.st t be in order Lo converge in one iteration. For each row dimension, 

Table 3.2 givc11 the largest value of < such that Lhu preconditioned conjugate 

gradient algorithm converges in one iteration. 

Table 3.2 Artificial Toeplitz Matrices With Preconditioner 

No. of Columns 
Size of t 

One more feature of interest is a comparison of the condition numbers of 

B[B( and the preconditioned system (F- 1f B[B,F-1• Table 3.3 displays the 

condition 11li:)1bers for the Toeplitz and preconditioned systems, for the three 

row dimensions, and for t equal to its largest and smallest values. 

Table 3.3 Artificial Matrices: Condition Numbers 

Toeplit:& Preconditioned 
Svstem System 

No. of Rows No. of Col11111m1 No. of Columns 
100 25 f,() 7f> 2!i f,() 7f, 
t=l lQY 1011 1011 10~ 100 100 

t=l0--9 10• 10• 103 1.0 1.0 1.0 

This experiment Is repeated but uow the llrst column or C Ii, formed with 

elements from analytic Green's functions used by Michaels [10841, In her elastic 
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plate experiments the receivers were placed close to the source point, in which 

cn.<ie the Grc!'!l's functions for the horizontal and vertical displacements have 

011ly a fpw w<'II ~Ppnrntcd pcab. The clrrivrd matrix systrm Is already well 

conditioned and does not need much improvement. Table 3.4, following the 

same pr<'scntation 11.<i in Table 3.1, gives the number oC iterations until 

convergence using Michaels' Green's functions. 

Table 3.4 Green's Functions From Michaels 

Number of iterations Until Conver!Zence 

No. of Rows - 200 Circulant Toenlitz 

No. of Columns 2.5 .50 7.5 2.5 50 75 

Precon. 1 1 1 3 14 43 
f=l 

No Precon. g 1 18 g 13 36 

Precon. 1 1 1 1 1 1 
f=l0-9 

No Precon. g 3 5 g 3 5 

Precon. 1 1 1 1.4 3.1 6 
Average 

No Precon. {) 4.4 6.5 g 4 8.1 

Notice that for ( equal to one the preconcliUoner cloes not help in two of 

the three cn.<ies for the Toeplitz matrix, alth011gh when averaged over all ten 

values off there is some slight improvement. 

We woul<l like to simulate the more ill-conditioned cases when the receivers 

arc much further away from the 8ource. The Green's functions have I\ lot more 

peaks, densely scattere<l throughout the time window. As we do not have the 
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actual Green's functions for these conditions, we form hybrid V<'rsions of our 

own by combining Michaels' Green's functions. We scale, add, and shift her 

functions to derive our Grrrn's fu11rl.io11s. Figun•s 3.1 and :l.2 di~play, 

respectively, our hybrid horizontal and vertical displacement Green's functions. 

We repeat our experiment, forming the right hand side vector II so that at 

the solution the problem has a small residual. Table 3.5 shows the results for 

the lower tolerance case. 

Table 3.5 Hybrid Green's Functions: Tolerance= Io-4 

Number of Iterations Until Convertzence 
No. oC Rows = 200 Circulant Toet litz 

No. of Columns 25 50 75 100 25 50 75 100 
Precon. 1 1 1 1 4 5 7 g 

f=l 
No Precon. 11 14 20 21 11 14 IQ 21 

Precon. 1 l 1 1 l 1 1 1 
t=l0-9 

No Precon. JO 13 ]!) 20 JO 13 IQ 20 

Prccon. 1 l 1 1 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 
Avcrn~c 

No Precon. 10.2 13.1 rn.1 20.2 10.1 13.1 Jg 20.3 

For every column dimension size, the Toeplitz matrices need only one 

iteration with a preconditioner to converge when f is equRI to 10-"". Table 3.6 

displays the number of iteratio:is for the tighter tolerance level. 
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Table 3.6 Hybrid Green's Functions: Tolerance = 10-g 

Numhcr or Iterations Until Conver11:ence 
Nn. of How~ = 'lOO Circ11l11nt Toenlit1. 

No. or Col1111111:1 2f> 60 75 HXl 2& 60 7& l(X) 

Precon. 1 l 1 1 II 12 16 20 
t=l 

No Prr·co11. 10 21 21 21 10 21 21 21 
Precon. 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 

t=l0-11 

No Preeon. 10 21 21 21 10 21 21 21 
Precon. 1 1 1 1 3.3 3.8 4.3 u 

Average 
No l'recon. 10 21 :.!l :.!l 10 21 :.!l :.!l 

The noticeable difference between this experiment and the artificial matrix 

version is in those cases with no preconditioner. Many fewer iterations are 

required to achieve convergence because the span between the largest and 

smallest eigenvalues is much smaller when we compose the matrices out of the 

Green's functions. This behavior shows up in Table 3.7, which displays the 

condition numbers of the Toeplitz and preconditioned systems. Notice that the 

condition numbers in all the cases are much 11maller than their counterparts in 

Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.7 Hybrid Green's Functions: Condition Numbers 

Toeplit:1 Preconditioned 
System System 

No. of Uows No. or Coh1111118 No. or Col1111111~ 
WO 25 50 75 100 25 f,O 75 IIX) 

l=l 15.0 34.0 05.0 105.7 1.0 2.8 4.0 7.8 
t=l0-11 16.6 27.8 58.8 80.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

It is very reassuring to observe a dramatic decrea11e in the number of 

iteration11 when we invoke the preconditioned conjugate gradient code. 

However, we should note that the use of a preconditioner involves a startup 

cost, namely factoring the matrix, and the cost of applying the preconditioner at 

each iteration. We need to ask wh11.t is the crOBSOver point at which the savings 

from the preconditioner ie outweighed by its cost. 

The best way to answer this question is to compare flops, which is the 

number of floating point operations. Since multiplications (and divisions) are 

more time-consuming on the computer than additions (and subtractions) we will 

only keep track of the first. To see if the use of a preconditioner eaves us any 

flops we check for the percentage savings as defined by 

. f lopsnoprt - f lopBpr, 
% savmgs = ----------- • 100. 

flop, •• ,,, 

We need to calculate / lop,. 0,,, and flops,.,. Assume that our matrix B, ha.s 

dimensions n X p. The predominate cost of calculating a Cybenko factorization 

of B, is 



5p11 + p 2, 

the cost, p<'r iteration of the CG code using n preconditloner is 

p2 + 3np + 4p + 5n, 

and without a preconditioner is 

-p 2 + 3nr + 3p + 5n. 
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Suppose that the PCG code takes c iterations, and that the CG code takes d 

iterntions. Then 

flopsnopre = d[-p 2 + 3np + 3p + 5n] 

and 

f lopsP,. = 5np + p 2 + c [p2 + 3np + 4p + 5n ]. 

Now we set 

f lopsnoprt - flops pre > a 

f lopsnoprt 
(3.5.3) 

where a E [0,1 ], and solve for d in terms of c. This will inform us how many 

fewer iterations we need in order to benefit from the preconditioner. The 

number of columns p is smaller than the number of rows n, and so we assign 

n n 
p = - for ,E [1,-]. , r 

Then {3.:,.3) ~implinrs to the npproximn.tion 

so that, 

1 _ c+2 
-d~ >a 

d > C + 2 
1-a 

(3.5.4) 

To achieve a percentage savings of more than 50%, d must be greater than 
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2c +4. For a 10% sn.vings d must be greater than c +2. On reviewing the 

previous set of tables we see that we achieve n.t least a 30% savings in almost all 

cases, sometimes es high es 00%. 

Suppose that instead of using a PCG method we form the normal equations 

and use Gaussian elimination to reduce BT B to a triangular Corm, then apply 

back substitution to calculate the solution. All the calculations involved in this 

direct method comprise flopsGE· We investigate the relationship between the 

row dimension size and the efficiency of this direct method versus our iterative 

method. 

We 11SSume that the PCG code takes c iterations, and we find conditions 

on c in terms of n in the expression 

flops GE - f lopsP,. >O. (3.5.5) 

Using equality (3.5.4) to help simpliry (3.5.5) eventually yields 

C < (1 + 31 ) - £ 

(3,)E ' 
(3.5.6) 

whcr!' < npproncllf's zrro n.q ra g!'t.s lnrg!'. Inequality {:l.f,.fi) c-nn hr writ.ten 

approximately es 

1 
c < -, where £ -> 0 as n --+ oo. 

E 
(3.5.7) 

The interpretation of (3.5.7) is thn.t n.<1 long n.'I r. is lrs.'I than 1/<, Wf' nttnin n 

sn.vings in flops by using 011r ltPrnt.ive lllt'thml with n pn•rondltionn. As n 

grows, so does 1/E, and the gap in flops between the two methods is even more 

pronounced. 
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We conclude that our precouditiouer devised from Cybcnko111 factorization 

of a circulant matrix 1:1ig11ilica11Lly speeds up the convergence of a Toeplitz 

11y11tem a1:d lowers the computatiou/\l costs. 
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Figure 3.2 Solution Using Cooley and Tukey's Meihod 

J E'tgure 3. B Hybrid version of 1Hortzonta11 otsplacem¢nt 
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CHAPTER 4 

Nonlinear Deconvolution ProbleJTlll 

In this chapter we discuss various ways of solving the nonlinear least 

squares (NL!:i) problem 

minimize /(11) = ½IIR(11)II;, 
1ER' 

(NLS) 

where R(11):JR.P-+ll-ln. The natural choice of algorithm is to u.'!e Newton's 

method to solve for y in 

'1 I (11) = o. 

Section 4.1 presents several variations of Newton's method to ensure 

convergence to a local minimizer from any starting point, and to simplify the 

computation. Section 4.2 discusses the idea of solving the problem coarsely 

when the iterates are far away from the solution, gradually achieving higher 

accuracy as they approach the solution. 

The particular nonlinear problem under consideration is bilinear. Sertion 

4.3 presents our applications. Algorithms that solve problem NLS, that take 

advantage of the inherent !lt.-ucture in the problem arc presented in Section 4.4. 

One drawback to bilincarity is that there may not be a unique solution, and in 

Section 4.6 we show how to handle this difficulty. 

62 
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4.1. The Qun..'li-Ncwton Framework 

In this srct.ion wr discuss vnrious implementations of Newton's method for 

solving prol,lcm NLS. The backgro1111d material presented in Section 4.1 can he 

found in more detail in Dennis and Schnabel (1083, Chapter 6]. 

Problem NLS is a special case of the general unconstrained minimization 

problem 

minimize /(y):IRP->JR. 
yEIV 

Algorithm 4.1 outlines the basic Newton's method. 

ALGORITHM 1.1 Newton's Method for Unconstrained Minimization. 

Given y0EJRP, / (y ):IRP ->JR, 

For j = 0, 1 , ... , until convergence determine 

a)SolveV 2/(Y;)s;=-V/(Y;) for s;, 

b) Y;+1 = Y;+s;, 

c) Test for convergence. 

J1;ncl. 

There are several drawbncks to this algorithm: 

(1) It i,i not p:lohally convergent for many problems. For many start.ing points, 

the itcrntr~ do not converge to a locnl minimizer. 

(2) It requires computing the Hessian V 2/ of / Rt eitch iteration; this can 

involve a ronsitlerahle amount of computing. 

111 

(3) It involves solving a system of linear equations which may be ill-ronditioncd 

or singular. 

We would like to eliminnlc lhrse drnwbncb nnd yet retain a strong point 

of the algorithm, that is be q-<Jl!adratically convergent from starting points close 

enough to the solution. The end result is a hybrid algorithm which always tries 

Newton's method first. If / decreases enough then take the step; otherwise use 

some type of global strategy to determine what step to take. The global 

strategy tries to eliminate all t,he drawbacks of Algorithm 4.1, and yet retain 

fast convergence locally. An algorithm of this hybrid nature is called quasi

Newton. 

ALGORITHM 4.2 Quasi-Newton Method for Unconstrained Minimization. 

Given y0E]f{P, and / (y ):IRP ->IR. 

For j = O, 1 , ... , until convergence determine 

End. 

1) Compute V/(Y;) and test for convergence, 

2) Compute ll; to he V 2 / (Y;) or nn approximation to it, 

3) Perturb ll; if necessary to ensure nonsingulnrity 

and p;oo<l rnndit.ionlng, 

4) Solve l/1s; = -'vf(Y;) for s;, 

5) Decide whether to take a Newton step Yj+I = Y;+s;, or to 

choo,ic Yj+I hy a f!;lnhal ,it.rnt.<'gy. 
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There arc Lwo schoob of thought 111.iout the glol.i11l strategy in step (5) of 

Algorithm 4.2. The lir.;t is the line search approach that proposes backtracking 

aluug Lhe qu1111i-NewL011 dirccLio11 ~j until we reach an acceptable step. The 

framework lor performing this search Is given 1.ielow. 

ALGOIUTIIM 4.3 Backtracking. 

Given OE(O,½), 0<1,1<µ<l, '>.i = 1, 

while 1(11,+>.,s,)>/(11,) + o'>.j 'v/(llj)Tsi determine 

'>.i+-p>. 1 for some PE(1,1,µj, 

llj+1+-IIJ + '>.J 8 j· 

End. 

The common values to assign the parameters In Algorithm 4.3 are o = lo-4, 

11 = 0.1 and µ = 0.5. 

On the first backtrack we make a quadratic model m(Jlj) of our function 

using /(11j),/(111+sj),and 'v/(llj)r,, to determine the >., such that 

m(111+>.jsj) is minimized. If the step llj+'>-,sj is still unacceptable, then we 

make a cubic model ol our function, and continue to do so until we reach an 

acceptable point, or exceed our backtracking limit. 

The other school of thought about ll global strategy is the model trust 

region (M1'R) approach which tlpccilicll a region in which we tr\lljt our model of 

/ (11 ). In a line search we shorten the step length in the Newton direction. In 

the MTR approach, if the Newton step ill unacceptable then we choose an 
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acceptable step, in another direction, with l.ioun<le<l length. AL lie we try to find 

an s satisfying 

lllllllllliJc, 111(11.+1)- /(11 0 ) + 'il/(11,f I+ ½•TJJ,, 
subject to II s 11 2 :5 6•. 

( 4.1.1) 

Levenberg (10441 and Marquardt (1063) are responsible for first applying the 

MTR idea to solving problem NLS. There are various ways of solving for s in 

(4.1.1), and the solution fits into the MTR framework via Algorithm 4.4. 

ALGORITHM 4.4 The Model Trust Region Step. 

Given 11.EIR', /(11):IRP-+n:t, he >O, 

Hee JRP x, symmetric and positive definite. 

Do until JI+ is an acceptable next point 

1) s, is an approximate solution to (4.1.1), 

2) Jl++--Jlc + s,, 

3) Calculate new value of h,. 

End do 

4) h+ = 6,. 

When / is the Euclidean norm of residuals, as in problem NLS then, letting 

J(11) = 'v R (II), we have 

'v/(u) = J(v)i-U(11), (-1.1.:.!) 

and 



'172/(y) = J(yf J(y) + ER,(y)*V2Jl,-(y). 
i-1 

In this study we use the Giiuss-Newton approximation to the Hessian 

Ilk = J(yk f J(yk ), 

throwing away the second order information about R (y ). 
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(4.1.3) 

The algorithm rrnmework ror a quasi-Newton method on problem NLS with 

a MTR approach is given below. 

ALGORITHM 4.5 Quasi-Newton Method for Problem NLS. 

Given y0 EffiP, and R(y):ffiP-+lR". 

For j = 0, 1 , ... , until convergence determine 

1) compute 'v/(Y;) and test for convergence, 

2) solve for the Gauss-Newton step BN in 

J(v;f J(v;)sf = -J(v;?R(Y;), 

3) Y; 4 1 = Yj + sf if ncccptnhle 

(4.1.4) 

else Yj+t = Y;+s; wheres; is round by Algorithm 4.4. 

End. 

4.2. Inexact Newton Methods 

One of the drawbacks to Algorithm 4.5 is that solving (4.1.4) can be very 

expensive. Dembo, Eisenstat, and Stcihnug [lll82j propose a class of inexact 

Newton method.~. Rather than solve for s exactly in (4.!.4), they solve for an s 

satisfying 

6R 

J{Jksk = - J{R(yk) + et, 

where 

II et 11 
IIJ[R(yk)II ~Ilk, and Jk = J(yk). 

Dy controlling the size and rate of dccrcnse of t/k they can control the rate of 

convergence. Dembo and Steihaug [1983] describe how they use the Conjugate 

Gradient (CG) methods on (4.1.4) with a trust region implementat:on. For each 

j, the CG method stops when 

II rk+t II < . 
II J(y;f R(y;)II _,,,. 

(Refer to Algorithm 3.1 for a description of the CG method.) By choosing 

t/; = min{ 1/j, IIJ(y;fR(y;)II'} 

for some t E(O,l], we have a method of order l+t. 

4.3. Our Particular Application 

This sect.ion gives the specifics of how we solve our nonlinear prohlf'm. 

Recall from Section 2.3 that the particular nonlinear problem we are solving is, 

minimize f (y) =.!.II R(y) II~. 
JERM+K 2 

where 

t1l(y) ~ t11(y) l 
R(y)=I . ' 

11 N(y)- uN(y) 
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and u" (y) has the form 

Al " 
u"(y) =- E Xm E G,,.(11--j+l)o(J), 

m-1 ;-1 

where 

Y =(x 1, ... ,xM 10:(l), ... ,0:(1{)), M+K<N. 

When we separ11te y into its two sets of unknowns x and a, then the residual R 

can be represented by two different matrix forms: 

ll(z,0:) = A(a)x - b, A(o)EIRNxM 

= B(x)a - b, B(x)ElllNxK. 

Note that• is the vector (u 1, ... , uNJf of measured values of u. 

(4.3.1) 

It 'is important to study the form of the Jacobian J o( R. IC we make the 

following assignments 

Ai;= G;(i)o(l)+ · · · +G;(l)o(i), 

A;; = G,(i)o(l)+ · · · +G;(i-K +l)o(K), 

Bi= G 1(i)z 1+ · · · +GM(i)xM, 

then J bas the form 

J= 

Au 

AKI 

AK+l,1 

A1M B1 

AKM BK 

XK+l,M BK+I 

0 

B1 

BK-I 

BK 

0 

B, 

B2 

AN.I ANAi l)N l)N-1 DN-K+I 
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The Jacobian is the concatenation of the matrices A and B 

J(y) = [A(o) D(x)]. (4.3.2) 

Notice that D hi a Tooplitz matrix 1111d th11t ,l, 11lthough dense, has few column!! 

and so is a rectangular matrix with a large number of rows. 

Solving (4.1.4) by the CG method ls ideal for this application becaUlle we 

can adapt our preconditioner of Section 3.4. Using (4.3.2) we have 

JT J = (AT A AT 1)) 
BTA BTB. 

We expand our preconditioner TD-112 by the identity and zero matrices to 

obtain our extended preconditioner 

[ 
/ 0 l F-1 = 
o TD-I/2 

The preconditioned matrix in (4.1.4) is 

P=(F-lf JT 1r1 

[ 
/ O l [AT A AT Bl l / O l 

= 0 D-If2TT BT A BT B O TD-I/2 

I AT A 

= (AT BTD-I/2jT 

AT BTD-1/2 

D-If2TT BT BTD-I/2 

If B were a circulant matrix then P would reduce to 

P=IATA ATQ., 

QTA I 

which we suspect has more clustered eigenvalues than JT J. The results in 
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Chapter f, l'o111lr111 that our prcco11ditio11er F 1 can grently reduce the nrnount or 

work required for Algorithm 4.5. 

4.4. The Semilinear Least Squares Problem 

Most of the algorithms presented thus far do not take advantage of the 

inherent structure in our application. The variables can be divided into two 

groups such that if the variables in one of the groups were held constant, the 

other variahles could be calculated accurately and cheaply. We refer to a 

problem with this feature as being separable. Dy looking at our particular Corm 

of R we see that the nonlinearity is caused by the product of two linear sets of 

variables. Hence holding either group constant results in solving a linear least 

squares prohlem. This bilinear form is a subset of the semilinear least square., 

problem discussed in Parks [Hl85]. The general form is 

minimize f(x,o) = .!.[[R(x,a)II~, 
rER..,,oERK 2 (4.4.1) 

where 

U(x,n) ~ A (n)r h, A (n)r JRNXM (•1.'1.2) 

To understand how the various algorithms manipulate the structure In 

{4.4.1) It would help if we rewrite parts of Algorithm 4.1> In factored form. Recall 

sl<'ps (2) nnd (:J): 

(2) solve for s in JT Js = -JT R, 

(3) Y+ = Ye + s. 

Using (4.4.2) we have a factored form for the Jacobian J of R. 
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J ~~ [.!, .!,.] 

= [A(o:) DA(n)xj, 
(·1.1.3) 

where DA is the Frcchct derivntive of A. We also divide s into its x and er 

components 

8 = (sr, serf. 
Expanding the expression for s using the factored form of J and s gives two 

sets of equations in the two sets of unknowns. 

AT Asr + A T J 0 s 
O 

= -A TR, 

J,;Asr + J,;J0 s 0 = -J,;R. 

(4.4.4) 

(4.4.5) 

To elimin"'" Rz from the equations we multiply (4.4.4) on the left by J!(A +f, 

and subtrnct the result, from (4.4.5), t,o yield 

f£(1 - AA. +)J 0 s 0 = -J!(I-AA +)R. ( 4.4.6) 

Here, A+ satisfies the four Penrose [1955] conditions for a generalized matrix 

inverse: 

Define 

AA 'A= A, 

A I AA I= A•, 

(A+A )T = A+A, 

(AA+)T = AA+. 

QA =I - AA+ 

as the projection onto the orthogonal complement of the row space of A. 

Substituting QA int,o (4.4.0) gives 



f!QA J;,so = -J!QAR. 
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(4.4.7) 

Since 11. projection matrix is symmetric 11.ud idempotent, we ca.u rewrite (4.4.7) as 

(Q,tJof(Q,tJo)•o = -(Q,tJ0 )TQ,tll, 

Alter solving for 11 0 in (4.4.8) set 

and update :r 11.nd a by 

8z = -A; (Jl + Jo•o), 

Xj+I = XJ + Bz, 

a;+1 = a; + 'o· 

(4.4.8) 

Solving for •z and 8 0 in this manner is just the Gauss-Newton method, written 

in factored Corm. Now we are in a position to compare this to other algorithms. 

Wold and LyUkens llOBQ), in statistical applications, solve for x given a 

fixed a, using linear least squares. Then they solve a minimization problem in 

a, holding z cou,;tant. 

ALGOlllTIIM 4.6 Alternation. 

Given o 0 ElllK. 

For j = O, 1 , ... , until convergence determine 

1) Solve for x; in 

minimize .!.IIA(a;):r - b II;, 
Z E ft11 2 

2) Test for convergence, 

3) Solve JJJ0 , 0 = -f!R for s 0 , 

4) Olj+l = a; + 8 0 , 

End 
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This method does not use all of the available information about x when 

updating a. As an improvement Barham and Drane llQ72J propose computing a 

Gauss-Newton step for a, and choosing as the next x an optimal partner of a. 



Al,(:UIIITIIM ,1.7 Mo<lilh•d AILc•rnatlon 

Given <toE' lllK 

For j = 0, 1 , ... , until ro,wcrgcncc do 

l) Solve for x; in 

minimize .!..IIA(a;)x - b II~, 
r eR" 2 

2) Test for convergence. 

3) Solve (QAJ0 f(QAJa) 8
0 = -(QAJaf QAR. 

4) O'j+l = O'j + 8 0 • 

End. 
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Golub and Pereyra [1073, 1976] eliminate x entirely, producing the variable 

projection functional r 

r (a)= r (x(a),a) 

= ½IIA(a)(A(a)+b)- b II; 

= ½11-QA(a)b 11;. 
The reduced problem now is 

minimize r(a) = ..!.. ij-QA(a)b 11;, 
oeRK 2 

which redurC's the original problem by m variables, but lncrea:~es the 

complexity. 
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AUmlllTIIM •1.8 Hc-cl11rc•cl l'rohlc•m. 

1) Solve for a to 

minimizer (n) = ..!.. il-QA(a)b 11;. 
"' 2 

2) Solve for x in 

A(a)TA(&)x = A(&)Tb. 

Rube and Wedin [1980] compare the convergence rates of these algorithms 

for solving the semilinear least squares problem. The Alternation Algorithm 

converges r-linearly, whereas Algorithms 4.7 and 4.8 converge r-superlinearly in 

general. Locally the latter two algorithms converge q-linearly, and display q

quadratic convergence on problems in which the residual at the solution is zero. 

4.4.1. The Variable Projection Functional 

In order to solve the minimization problem in step (1) of Algorithm 4.8 we 

need an expression for the gradient off (a), which contains 

D(-QA (n-)h) = D(AA +h - b) = D(R). 

Golub and Pereyra [1073, 1070] compute the Frechet derivatives of 

pseudoinverses. We can simplify their expressions somewhat because In our case 

A (a) and A (a)+ have full rank. We use the equalities 

DA -I = -A -'(DA )A -I, 

A+ =(AT A t'A T 

to derive an expression for DA+. 



DA+= D[(A T Af1A Tl 

= D[(ATAt1IAT + (ATAt1DAT 

= [-(AT A J- 1D(A TA )(AT A f 11A T +(AT A J-1DA T 

=-(AT A J- 1[(D.,t T)A +AT DAl(A TA J-1AT + (AT A J- 1DA T 

= -(ATA) 1((DAT)A + ATDAIA+ + (ATAt 1DAT 

= (ATA) 1DAT[J-AA +j- A+DAA+. 

We Ulle the final cxprc:l.':liou for DA+ Lo <lerive au expret;lliou for D [AA+ b-b ): 

J""' DR= D(AA+b-bl =[ADA++ (DA)A+lb 
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= A [(AT A f 1DA T(I-AA +)] - A +DA.A +]b + (DA )A +b 

=(A+)TDATQ,4b-AA+DAA+b +DAA+b 

=(A+)TDATQAb + Q.4(DA)A+b 

=-(A+fDATif + Q,4(DA)A+b. 

Actually, when we imbslituLe J into 

vr = rrn, 
we obtain the simpler expression 

Vf = ff R = [-l"fl' (DA )A++ (A +b )TDAT QA)(-QA b) 

= ifTDA[A+QAbl-(A+t,)TDATQAb 

= 0 - (A+ bf DAT QA b 

= (A+b)TDATif. 

ln thia derivation we use the equality 

D(A T) = (DAf, 

which is sLraighLforward, though tedious, to show. 

Now we are ready to apply the GaullS-Ncwton method and glob1.dizatlon 

tcchni<tucs to minimize Lhc variable projection fuucLioual r. 
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Can we simplify Lhis procedure somewhat when R is bilinear as in (4.3.1)7 

The answer is in the allirmative. Suppose that we change Lhe role of Lhe 

matrices A and B in the Reduced Problem Algorithm, by eliminating u instead 

of x. Recall that B is Tocplitz, so that we can solve step (2) rather quickly using 

l,he PCG method with our preconditioner of Section 3.4. Using a Gauss-Newton 

or quosi-Newton method on the minimization portion involves computing the 

action of J on a vector v. 

Jv = [-(n+)r DBT if+ Q8 DBB+b Iv 

= 1-(B+)T G + ll]v 

= -(B+)T g + h. 

Here, G and H are computable ma.trices. Their components a.re either known 

constants or elements which have been previously computed. The last step is 

written in terms of the vectors g and h where g = Gv and h = Jlv. To 

evaluate Jv, solve 

(BT B)w = g. 

Then 

Jv = Bw, 

which implies that we need to solve an extra system of equatiollS t.o evaluate the 

action of Jon a vector. To accomplish this we just use PCG when solving for w 

to make Lhe process less costly. 

-- -----------------------------
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4.6, Nonuniqueness 

Ir we· con~idt•r nny component or the residunl R, 

Rn(Y) = u"(y) - 11"(y) 
M n 

= E Xm E Gm(n-j+I)a(i)- u"(y), 
m=I j=I 

we notice that there are infinitely many y 's that give the same value of Rn (y ). 

Ir we replace x; by x;/c and a(j) by ca(j), for any nonzero constant c, the 

value of u"(y) docs not change. Consequently, the Jacobian matrix J of R has 

a zero eigenvalue, so that JT J is positive semidefinite. 

We use both matrix forms of R 

R(y) = A(a)x - b = B(x)a - b 

to find the eigenvector corresponding to the null eigenvalue. We have 

J = (J, J 0 ) = (A(a) B(x)), 

and we want to find a v satisfying Jv = 0. Hence we want 

(A(a) D(x))( 111
} =A(a)v 1 +B(x)v2 =0, wherev 1EIR-'f.andv2 EIRK. 

''2 

Notice tlmt A (n)x = B(x )a so that we clearly have the form of I\ null 

eigenvector 

v0 = (:r,--nf. (-Ui.l) 

That is, wh«>n cvahmting J(y ), a null eigenvector has the form 

Vo= (y,, ... , YM, -·YM+I• ... ,-YM+K)r. 

Solving for s in JT Js = -JT R is highly unstable due to the zero eigenvalue. 

RO 

We propose two remP.dics to deal with Its presence, but first we show that there 

is one nnd only one null eigcnvnluc in our prohlcrm1. 

THEOREM 4.1 Suppose that, for any two vectors x 1 and x 2 satisfying 

llx'II = llx 2 II =l, 

we have that 

B(x 1)a 1 = B(x2)a2 

implies 

a 1 = a 2 = 0. 

That is, B(x) has full rank for all x with norm 1, and 

Range B(x 1) n Range B(x2) = {O}. 

If x~0 and a~O then the Jacobian J has a one-dimensional null-space spanned 

by the null vector described in {f5.1). 

Proof. Without loss of generality, take II x II = 1. A null vector (hx,ha) of J 

satisfies 

Tl(li:r )<> + n(x )fo ~ 0. (·1.:,.2) 

If 6x = 0, then 6a = 0 also bemuse of the full rnnk of D(x). Thus, we n.«sumc 

that tix ~ 0, and rewrite the null-vector cquntion (4.5.2) as 

LJ(h II 15: II )(-11 hx II a) = JJ(x )6a. 

Suppmc first thnt 

X 
X = ±hlT&ll. 
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Then 

/J{;r )(bn± II b.c II o) = 0. 

So 

£,a=± llbx llu, 
and 

(bx ,bet) = ± II bx II (x ,a). 

That is, (h.:r,bc.t) is the null vector identilled in (4.S.l). 

Alterna.Llvely suppo11e Lha.t x Is not colliuear with 6x. Then the hypothesis 

implies that 

ba = II bx II a = 0. 

Since a ~ 0, this contradicts the assumption tha.t bx 1'-, 0. D 

Using results proved in Symes (Hl83) one can show that the elastic Green's 

functions used by Michaels and by us in this study fulfill the hypotheses of the 

theorem. 

Thus we can use the following device to restore full rank to our problem. 

THEOREM 4.2 Let the m X n matrix A have rank n-1, and let v E lll" be an 

eigenvector aHociated with the iero eigenvalue of AT A. Let .i be the minimum 

norm •ulutio11 to Ax - b. Let .A and II be the augmented matrix and vector, 

re•pectively, 

A= (AI Elll(m+l)xn 
1/T I 
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b - ( bl - 0 Elllm+l 

Then 

{1) A has full rank, and 

{I!} .i iB the minimum norm Bolution to Ax - b. 

Proof. Suppose there is a vector y E JR" such that Av = O, that is, 

Av = ( Jv
11
J = o ..... 11 T 11 = o. 

Let I/ ==11, + 1/n, where 'JI, Ell (A ), the ra.nge of A, and 1/n E N(A ), the null space 

of A. Then 

0 =Av= A(11,+v11 ) = Ay,+Avn = A'JI,. 

So 1/, = 0 and I/ = '1/11 , Since JI is in the null space of A it must be a multiple 

of the null eig•nivector 11. So 1111 = cv for some constant c. Then 

0 = v T 11 = v T cv = cv T v = c 1111 II ..... c =0 for nonzero 11. 

Thus 1/n = 011 = 0 and 'V = O. We have shown that if A11 = 0 then 11 = O, 

which implies that A has full rank. 

Since .i is the minimum norm solution to Ax - b, .i has the form 

.i = (UE vT)+b = vi;+uT b, 

where UE vT is the Singular Value Decomposition of A {Strang [10801). The 

minimum norm solution to Ax - b must satisfy 

AT Ax =AT b. 
Expanding this equation gives 



(AT v) L~r] x = (AT v) (~) 
-> (AT A + vv T)x = A Tb. 

Notice that 

vTi = vrv1;+urb = enE+UTb =OUTb =0. 

Consequently vv Ti = 0 which implies that 

(A TA + vv T )x = A T Ax = A Tb' 

which completes the proof. 
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D 

A different approach to elimination of the rank degeneracy is embodied in 

the following Corollary to Theorem 4.1. 

COROLLARY 4.3 Under the hypothesis of Theorem ,/.1, the derivative of the 

restricted map 

Ii :sM-lxlR.K -+ ]R_N 

has full rank, where 

sM-I = {XEJRM: llx II = 1} 

is the unit ( M - l) lll1here. 

Proof. The derivative of R Is the restriction of R to the tangent space of 

S'XlR.K. In pnrt.i<,11lnr, for a tnnp;ent, vect,01· (lix,lin) nt (x,n), we hnve lixTx = 0. 

Since the null Hpace of J Is the line through (· x,a), its intersection with t.he 

tangent space is {(0,0)}. Thus, the Jacobian J of If has full rank. D 

CHAPTER 6 

Results In The Nonlinear Case 

This chapter features the results in solving the nonlinear least squares 

problem presented in Section 4.2. Recall that the NLS problem is to minimize 

the Euclidean norm of the residual R: 

minimize f(x,a) = .!.IIR(x,a)II; 
seR",oeRK 2 (NLS) 

where 

R(x,a) = B(x)a - b EIRN. 

The residual represents the di!Terenec between a collection of measured values 

and the computed values. The Green's functions used arc our hybrid versions 

discussed in Section 3.5. The two vectors x and a can be solved simultaneously 

as if they were one vector (x, a), in which cosc we arc solving the full problem. 

Or, x and a can he treated separately, in which cose we nre oolvin11: what we 

refer to 11.~ the 11eparaMe proMem. 

We use three algorithms: one designed for the full problem and two 

de~igned for the separable problem. Sect.ion fi. 1 rle~crihrs t.hr t.rst p<'rformNI, 

and Sections 5.2, 5.3, nnd 5.4 give the results for each of the three nlgorithms. 

Section 5.5 gives a brief summary of our res11lt.s. 
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5.1. A Description oC the Teats 

In all the test cases for the NLS problem N equals 200 and M equals 2. 

We vary the size of K over the four values 23, 48, 73, and Q8. Hecall that 

o(l:),l:=l, ... , K represents the time variable. The preconditioner may be 

ieroing out elements of proportionally large magnitude. When K is large the 

preconditioner zeros out a large portion of the matrix, possibly losing too much 

information. 

The number of columns in the Jacobian is K +M, which varies over the 

four values 25, 50, 75, and 100. We record the number of iterations until 

convergence, the value of /, and the norm of the gradient of /. Comparing the 

number of iterations between algorithms is meaningless because the subproblems 

we solve at each iteration for the various algorithms are completely different. 

We include the iteration number as a means of comparison, within a particular 

algorithm, between the preconditioned and nonpreconditioned system. A much 

more reliable means of comparing the algorithms is by counting the number of 

multiplications computed until convergence. Every inner product, norm, 

matrix-vector product, etc. ls Included In the count. We would like to 

emphasize that our objective is not lo run an efficiency comparison between the 

three algoritl11m1 wi there arc many cu111put1Ltional u:;pccts which we do not 

addrC.'38. The objective is to investigate the savings in each algorithm to be 

gained by employing our l'CG method from Chapter 3. 
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It may appear that / should be close to zero. This is not the case, and 

indeed the minimum value of / could have any value, although generally on the 

11111all 11ide. 

On the other hand, since we are solving for a II satisfying '\l / (11) = 0, the 

norm of '\l f should be as close to zero as possible, 

In each of the algorithms we arP. repeatedly calculating the solution to the 

normal equations. Here is where the effects of the preconditioner from Section 

3.4 are most noticeable. Its use may not affect the overall number of iterations, 

but it does decrease the number of multiplications. 

We note one important point. Since the matrices considered are either 

completely or partially Toeplitz, we do not need to store the full matrix. Only 

the first column of the Toeplitz portion needs to be stored because we hllve 

formulaa for calculating matrix-vector products in terms or just the elements in 

that one column. This savings becomes hidden in the actual listing or the 

algorithm but it is a distinct advantage. 

We now discuss the specific algorithms. 

6,2. The Full Problem - INQNTR 

This lir..t algorithm use:i the ideas prc:sentcd in Section 4.1 and Section 4.3. 

lt solves the full NLS problem for the unknown vector 11=(z,o). We call it 

INQNTR for a quasi-Newton algorithm using a trust region approach and 

incorporating the inexact Newton idea. An outline of the algorithm is presented 
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lwlow. The Hll(H·1-script (IN) on the step s; denotes the lncxnct Newton step, 

and ./ denotes the .Jacobian of R. 

ALGOnITI™ 5.1 INQNTR. 

Given YoE IRM+K. 

For j = 1, 2 , ... , until convcrgena determine 

End. 

1) Calculate R(y1), J(y1), J(y1), and "v f (11,.)=J(y,-f R(y,-). 

2) Test for convergence. 

3) Solve for sj in J(y; )T J(y; )sj = -'v f (Y;) 

such that 11 sj"II <6;. 

This is the inexact Newton step dependent on 11;• 

4} Y;+1 = !/; + st-
5} If /(!1;+ 1)<f(Yj) + .OOOl"v/(11,Y sj then do 

5.1) 6; = 26;; Go to (3) 

6) Backtrack, if necessary, along sj" until we have 

an acceptable !/;+t· 

7) Update fl; and T/;· 

The Jacobian is singular as it has one zero eigenvalue. Hence, to solve for 

the !'lt,('p s}" we augment the .Jacobian by a row eon!'listing of a null eigenvector, 

which is the remedy proposed in Theorem 4.1. 
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The results arc displnycd In Tnhlt• 5.1. The llrst column hn.q tlw sizr of /( 

which equals the dimension of a. The second column specifies whether a 

prcconditioner is used. The next column is the number of iterations, followed by 

/ and 11 V / II• Finally, the last column has flops, that is, the number of 

multiplications computed. 

Table 5.1 The INQNTR Algorithm: Small Residual 

K Pree. Iter f IIV/ II flops 

23 no 6 3.33 .824e-6 1,248,750 
23 yes 6 3.33 .12Oe-5 1,050,250 

48 no 18 1.48 .21l5e-5 6,847,700 
48 yes ll• 1.48 .633e-3 3,041,400 

73 no 32 1.17 .264e-3 14,400,700 
73 yes 10• 1.17 .333e-2 11 217,150 

ll8 no 17 .ll87 .727e-4 14 450,650 
08 yes 17 .087 .48Oe-4 17,610,1)50 

* = stalled: backtracked too many times 

To see if the use of a preconditioner saves us any multiplications we check 

for the percentage savings as defined in Section 3.5. A negative value implies 

that we actually lose out by using the preconditioner. The benefits of the 

preconditioncr may never surface due to the startup cost of setting It up. Table 

5.2 displays the percentage savings caused by the preconditioncr for each value 

of f(. With this particular run it h~ unfair to compare !lavinR!I for th!' !lt,nllNI out 

cnscs as the pcrccntngc is meaningless. But we include them for compl<'tcncss. 
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Table 5.2 INQNTH: l'crct!ntagc Savings 011 Small Hesidual Problem 

I( % 
23 16 

48 56 
73 22 

08 -22 

We now try this algorithm on a problem with consistent data. Table 5.3 

gives the results for the :.:ero residual case, followed by Table 5.4, consisting of 

the percentage savings. The results are even worse in this problem; the 

preconditioner works against us every time. 

Table 5.3 The INQNTR Algorithm: Zero Residual 

K Pree. Iter I IIV/ II llop11 

23 ll0 2 .llOe-7 .270e-3 26Q 430 

23 yes 2 .230e-8 .145e-3 312,020 

48 no 2 .730e-10 .302e-4 4g7 060 

48 yes 3 .12le-7 .427e-3 7g3 540 

73 no 2 .386e-ll .850e-5 805 333 
73 ye!! 3 .146e-8 .125e-3 1,278 456 

08 110 2 .633e-12 .384e-5 ggo 30s 
08 yes 3 .350e-8 .225e-3 1,603 518 

go 

Table 5.·1 INQNTR: Percentage Snvings on Zero Rcsidunl Problem 

I( ~b 
23 -16 

48 -50.7 
73 -58.8 

08 -71 

These results are in sharp contrast to the results for the methods which 

take advantage of the bilinearity. In the test cases for the next two methods we 

show considerable savings from using our preconditioner. 

6.3. The Alternation Algorithm 

This section gives the results of au algorithm geared for the separable 

characteristic of the NLS problem. We choose the Alternation algorithm 

described in Section 4.4 as Michaels [1084J has used this algorithm with success. 

Holding the o's constant we solve a linear lea.st squares problem in the x's. 

Then, fixing the x 's, we solve another linear least squares problem for the o's. 

To deal with the presence of the zero eigenvalue we use the remedy prescribed 

in Theorem 4.2, namely, we normalize the x's. 

Michaels actually forms the normal equations in both of the linear least 

squares subproblems and uses Gnm,sian elimination to calculate the solution. As 

we noted In Section 3.6, our PCG code is more clficient than the direct method 

used by Michaels. 
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Tnhl,· r,.r, hn:< 1u1 <'l(1tlvnl1•11L fornll\L l,o Tnhlc Ii.I. 

Tnolc 5.5 The Alternation Algorithm: Small Residual 

K Pree. lter. ( 11 'v/ II flops 

23 no 12 .580 .087e-5 2,143 404 
23 yes 12 .580 .047e-5 1 280 634 

48 no IO .480 .501e-5 4,121,100 
18 ves 10 .480 .483e-5 2,452,710 

73 no 11 .152 .632e-5 7,056.278 

73 yes 11 .452 .78le-5 4,587.523 

08 no 10 .380 .768e-5 18.735 540 
08 yes IO .380 .050e-5 14,347.888 

Again we compare the savings we achieve with our preconditioner. Notice 

that the percentage savings peaks for K around 73. 

Table 5.6 Alternation: Percentage Savings On Small Residual Problem 

K % Snvinp;s 

23 3!1.8 
18 40.5 

73 42.3 
08 23.1 

We now run this algorithm on a zero residual problem. 

!J2 

Table 5.7 The Alternation Algorithm: Zero Resi<lu,d 

K Pree, Her f II 'v / II flops 

23 no 7 I.15e-7 .5!Me-5 1517,112 
23 yes 7 l.15e-7 .521c-5 !J6a,283 

48 no 0 3.84e-8 .220e-5 5,172,484 
48 Yes 0 3.84e-8 .220e-5 2,026,511 

73 no 10 5.19e-8 .284e-5 11 363 068 
73 yes 10 5.l!Je-8 .281e-5 6 088,035 

!JS no 12 IA le-7 .Ol!Je-5 17,883,828 
08 Yes 12 l.4 le-7 .622e-5 12,076.161 

The percentage savings are presented in Table 5.8, and again, the savings 

peaks for K equal to 73. 

Table 5.8 Alternation: Percentage Savings On Zero Residual Problem 

K % 
23 37.G 

48 43.1 
73 -rn.o 
!JS 27.4 

6.4. The Reduced Problem - VPINTR 

The third and final algorithm we use is the one proposed by Golub and 

Pereyra in Section 4.1. We form the r<'dt1ccd problem by climinnt.in~ on<' l'l't of 

the variables, and minimize the variable projection function for the remaining 

set of variables. Once again our name for this algorithm is a hybrid of the first 
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letters in several key words. We call it VPINTR which refers to solving the 

variable projection functional using an inexact Newton approach with a model 

trust region implementation. 

Dealing with the nouuniqueness problem is subtle and difficult in this 

approach. The Jacobian of t, the function of the reduced problem, has full 

rank. Yet the itcrate8 change extremely slowly, barely converging. They just 

zigzag along as in a steepest descent algorithm. To rectify this situation we 

constrain the solution to the unit sphere, as proposed In theorem 4.2. Hccall 

that the major iterative step in the algorithm is to solve for i in 

minimize r (x) = .!.11-Qa (x )b II;. 
IER11 2 (5.4.1) 

We add the COll8traint that 

ll:rll2=l. (5.4.2) 

The combined equation8 (5.4.1) and (5.4.2) Corm a constrained nonlinear 

problem which is another whole area of study. In order to retain the 

unconstrained aspect of the problem we impose a coordinate system locally on 

the unit ball in JHM. 

SuppOfle that we have a reference point :r,.1 on the unit ball. Let N be a 

matrix in n"'x(M-l) whose columns form a baBis for the tangent space to the 

unit ball at :r.,1 , and let y be a vector in JHM-1• Then we make the following 

coordinate change 
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:r,(ll) = :r.,,+Ny 
II :r,., +Ny II 

(5.4.3) 

Notice that II :r, (v) II =l. Essentially this transformation is picking a plane 

tangent to the unit ball at the point :r,,1 and bending and curving the plane to 

fit over a partial area of the ball. When II I/ II bccomet1 too large we 

recoordinatize using our most recent :r, (11) as our new reference point :r,.1 (y ). 

The unknown variable in (5.4.1) is now I/ instead of :r: 

minimize t (y) = .!.11-Qa (x (y ))b 11 ;. 
JER11-1 2 

We reach a local minimizer when "vf (y) = O. Au outline of the algorithm is 

presented below. 
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ALGOIUTIIM 5.2 VPINTR. 

Given x0 EIRM, normalize x0 and set xref = x0• 

Set y = O. 

For j = 1, 2, ... until convergence determine 

1) Calculate x(11;) using (5.4.3) 

2) Calculate R(x(11;)), f (x(y;)), J(y;), and 'v/(x(y;))=J(y;)TR(Y;) 

End. 

3) If 'v / ( x (y i)) < gradtol then convergence: stop. 

4) Solve for sj E JRM-l in J(y; f J(11;)s}" = -'v I (x(11; )) 

such that II sjll <fJ;. 

This is the inexact Newton step dependent on T/j· 

5) Y;+i = Y; + sj. Compute x(Y;+1). 

6) If/ (x(Y;+1))</ (x(Y;)) + .0001 'v / (x(Y; )f sj then 

accept step, 

Else backtrack along sj until we can accept step. 

7) Ir II Y; 11 >.5 then calculate xref = x(Y;) and set Yj = 0 

8) Update 6; and T/j· 

Table 5.0 hns an equivalent format to Table 5.1. 

!)(\ 

Table 5.9 The VPINTR Algorithm: Small Residual 

K Pree, Itcr I ll'v/ II flops 

23 no 5 .580 . )(\(lc-5 5,31\7 51 I 
23 yes 4 .580 .335e-5 1,836,003 

48 no 5 .486 .258e-5 12,961\,020 
48 yes 5 .486 .202e-5 5,874,768 

73 no 11 .'152 .172c-5 21\5,858,200 
73 yes 11 .452 .172e-5 27,143,324 

08 no 4• .380 .106 41,286,185 
98 ves 4• .380 .106 20,266 597 

• = stalled: backtracked too many times 

In comparing the percentage savings with our preconditioner we see that 

the savings are substantial. 

Table 5.10 VPINTR: Percentage Savings On Small Residual Problem 

K % Savin1?;s 

23 65.8 
48 51.7 
73 80.8 
08 20.1 

Our final run is on a zero residual problem with this algorithm. The results 

nre dh,plnyNI in Tnhle 5.11, followl'cl hy thr pl'rrrntnl:(1' !'lnvinR"'· 
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Table 5.11 The VPINTH Algorithm: Zero Residual 

I( l'rcc. ltcr I II v' I II llop::i 

23 110 7 .787e-6 .786e-3 144g4170 
23 yc,i 7 .2'.!le-6 .80le-3 3,362,577 

48 no 11• .230e-5 .245e-4 87 70g 656 
48 yc::1 6 ,gosc.~o .145e-2 10,285,70g 

73 no 6 _ggoe-6 .144e-2 34 108 444 
73 yes 6 _gs0e-6 .147e-2 21,468 834 

gs no 5 .532c-6 _g24e-3 36 g37 811 
\}8 yes 5 .26le-6 .680e-3 35 873 771 

• = stalled: backtracked too many times 

Table 5.12 VPINTR: Percentage Savings On Zero Residual Problem 

K % SavinKs 

23 76.8 
48 88.3 

73 37.1 
1)8 2.0 

i.i. A Briel Summary 

The three alKorilh1111, Hccm to convl'rge ut their theoretical rates, which is at 

lllOOt q-linear for the small residual problems. Two of the three had 801llc 

trouble with stalling out. We have no explanation for why this occurred. IL is 

r11thcr 11::1toubhi11g, though, thut the Altcrnutiou algorithm, whose co11vcq~1,ncc 

rate is the slowest, shows up as the most ellicient. But we draw no conclusions 
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as we feel that our tc::it re::iult::1 are still at the tentative stage in tcrill!:1 or 

comparing algorithm:!. We understand why the VPINTH algorithm should cost 

about twice as much as the Alternation algorithm per iteration, but not why it 

takes a.n inordinate amount or flops overall, even when the number or iterations 

ls much lower than for the other two algorithms. 

The trend in our results is that the larger computational savings due to the 

preconditioner occurs for K between 48 and 73. When K is gs we have only 

twice as many rows as columns, and the triangular portion or zeros is large. 

Clearly the preconditioner makes an impressive change in the amount or 

computations required. We do not have an explanation for why the percentage 

savings should be higher for the VPINTR algorithm but this question can be 

posed as part of, our future investigation. 



CHAPTER 6 

Concluding Remarks 

In this study we mathematically formulate prototypes of linear and 

nonlinear deconvolution problems. We frequently do not have an exact solution 

because the recorded data is inconsistent, especially as the measurements are 

taken in finite precision. So we minimize the squared error of the residual, 

resulting in either a linear least squares or a nonlinear least squares problem. 

When considering computational methods for linear deconvolution problems 

we choose an iterative method, the preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm. 

This method can take advantage of the Toeplitz structure of our matrix by 

storing only the first column. Most importantly, we develop a preconditioner, 

based on Cybenko's QR factorization of a circulant matrix, which can 

significantly speed up the number of iterations and decrease the work required 

to achieve convergence. Our numerical results confirm that our preconditioner 

helps the most, when the Green's function for an experiment either contains 

most of the informntion in the beginning of its time window, or else when it 

repeats the information in a pattern. The numerical procedure chops off the end 

of the Green's function to form the preconditioner and hence our idea will work 

better with the less information we chop off. 

gg 
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In the nonlinenr cnse we examine several nonlinenr nlgorithm,;. A pnrticulnr 

application of ours yields a bilinear problem, which is a pnradiRm of strncture

monitoring experiments. We considrr severnl algorithms which take advantaRe 

of the bilinearity. 

A problem of scale dcgencrncy exists for the bilinenr formulntion. There 

are Infinitely many solutions, nil equal to within a scale factor, and wr nerd to 

be able to find just one solution. We prove two theorems which present two 

remedies to the ill-conditioning caused by the degeneracy. 

We choose three of the nonlinear algorithms. One is tailored for the full 

problem in which all the unknown variables are solved for simultaneo11sly at 

each iteration. The other two are tailored for the separable problem in which 

the unknown variables are divided into two groups in a particular fashion: and 

solved for separately. A subproblem of all three algorithms is to calculate the 

solution to a linear least squares problem. Here is the opportunity to put our 

preconditioner to work and we show that it can amply cut down on the 

computational load. 

Some future work can be spent in investigating these algorithms in more 

detail. We need to better understand how to help the variable projection 

algorithm, from a geometric viewpoint. 

A logical next step is to investigate the use of our preconditioner in harder 

nonlinear problems, perhaps where only one set of the variables appears linearly. 
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